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Nagaland Lok Sabha 
by-election today

Do not panic over Nipah virus – Govt. advisory    

CEO violating political rights 
of university teachers – Nuta 

Political parties out of the purview of RTI – Election Commission

EC will need 24 
lakh EVMs in case 
of simultaneous 
polls in 2019

Income Tax department 'writes off' huge arrears, RTI replies show 
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A man gets massage from his children at a pavement at Gazipur in east Delhi on Sunday afternoon. 
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Our Correspondent
Kohima, May 27 (EMN): 
The stage is set for the by-
election to Nagaland's lone 
parliamentary seat in the 
Lok Sabha. The election is 
scheduled to be conducted 
on Monday from 7 am to 
4 pm. Out of 2196 polling 
stations spread across the 
state, the Election Com-
mission of India has modi-
fied the poll timing of 309 
‘P-2’ polling stations in 
nine districts: 22 under 
Peren, 13 in Phek, 40 un-
der Mokokchung, three in 
Zunheboto, 78 in Wokha, 
93 under Mon, 13 under 
Longleng, 23 under Tuen-
sang, and 24 in Kiphire to 

7 am-3 pm.
The parl iamentar y 

by-poll will be a trial of 
strength between the rul-
ing People's Democratic 
Alliance's (PDA) nominee 
Tokheho Yepthomi of the 
Nationalist Democratic 
Progressive Party (NDPP) 
and C Apok Jamir of the 
Naga People's Front (NPF) 
backed by its long-time 
rival, the state's Indian 
National Congress.

On Monday, Yepthomi 
will be casting his vote at 
polling station seven at Na-
harbari in Dimapur while 
opponent Jamir will cast 
his vote at polling station 
six at Kumlong ward-II in 

Mokokchung.
Chief Minister Neiphiu 

Rio will also cast his vote 
from his native village 
at polling station seven 
Touphema Basa in Kohima 
district.

According to official 
updates, polling personnel 
were in place on Sunday 
evening. Come Monday, 
11,97,436  voters — 607589 
male and 589847 female 
voters — are expected to 
exercise their franchise. 
Counting of votes will take 
place on May 31.

Nagaland’s Lok Sabha 
seat fell vacant after Chief 
Minister Neiphiu Rio re-
signed on February 16.

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
Accusing Nagaland state’s 
chief electoral officer (CEO) 
of ‘wilfully misinterpreting 
section 159 of the Repre-
sentation of People Act to 
harass university teachers 
and violate our freedom 
to political rights,’ the Na-
galand University Teach-
ers Association (Nuta) has 

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): 
If simultaneous elections 
to the Lok Sabha and state 
assemblies are held in 2019, 
the Election Commission 
(EC) will require nearly 
24 lakh EVMs, double the 
number required to hold 
only the Parliamentary polls. 

During their discussion 
with the Law Commission 
on May 16 on the issue of 
holding simultaneous polls, 
the EC officials had said 
they would need around Rs 
4,500 crore to buy nearly 12 
lakh additional electronic 
voting machines (EVMs) 
and an equal number voter-
verifiable paper audit trail 
(VVPAT) machines.

The estimate was based 
on the current cost to pro-
cure the devices, sources 
privy to the deliberations 
told PTI. In case simulta-
neous polls are held, two 
separate sets of EVMs and 
VVPAT machines will have 
to be placed in separate 
compartments for those 
contesting the Lok Sabha 
polls and the Assembly elec-
tions respectively.

"There are nearly 10 lakh 
polling stations across the 
country. Since EVMs and 
paper-trail machines are 
deployed in every polling 
station, the requirement 
is for 10 lakh EVMs and an 
equal number of paper-trail 
machines. In addition, 20 
per cent of the machines 
are kept in the reserve. 
That comes to two lakh. 
Therefore, to hold the Lok 
Sabha polls in 2019, the EC 
needs 12 lakh EVMs and an 
equal number of VVPAT ma-
chines," explained a func-
tionary.

Assuming that simul-
taneous polls were "again" 
held in 2024, the EC would 
need Rs 1,700 crore to re-
place some of the old EVMs, 
which would complete their 
15-year life span by then, the 
sources said.

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): Political parties 
are out of the purview of the RTI Act, the 
Election Commission has said in an order 
which is contrary to the Central Informa-
tion Commission's directive bringing six 
national parties under the transparency law.

The poll panel statement, which may 
prove to be controversial, came while decid-
ing the appeal of an RTI applicant seeking 
to know donations collected by six national 
parties who were brought under the ambit 
of the transparency law by the CIC in June 
2013. 

"Requisite information is not available 
in the Commission. This is related to politi-
cal parties and they are out of purview of the 
RTI. They may submit information of dona-
tion/amount collected through by Electoral 
bonds in their contribution report for the 
financial year 2017-18 in the ECI for which 
the due date is September 30, 2018," the 
appeal order citing comment of the Central 
Public Information Officer has said. 

Pune-based Vihar Dhurve had sought to 

know through RTI the details of donations 
collected by the six national parties-- the 
BJP, Congress, BSP, NCP, CPI and CPM -- and 
the Samajwadi Party through newly intro-
duced electoral bonds.

The First Appellate Authority in the 
Election Commission K F Wilfred, the Sen-
ior Principal Secretary in poll panel, wrote in 
the order that he agrees with the view taken 
by the CPIO. Six out of seven political par-
ties-- the BJP, Congress, BSP, NCP, CPI and 
CPM--for which information was sought 
by the applicant were brought under the 
ambit of the RTI Act by a full bench of the 
commission on June 3, 2013.

The order has not been challenged in 
the higher courts but the political parties 
have refused to entertain the RTI applica-
tions directed at them. Several activists 
have approached the Supreme Court on 
the grounds of non-compliance of the CIC 
order and the matter is pending.  When 
it comes to the RTI Act, the Central Infor-
mation Commission is the only appellate 

authority which may declare a body as 
public authority if it is convinced that the 
organisation fits into the criteria for being 
under the Right to Information Act. 

"When the Central Information Com-
mission has declared six national political 
parties as public authority, the Election 
Commission cannot take a position con-
trary to that unless the order of the CIC has 
been overturned by the Supreme Court or 
High Courts. The order of EC has no merit," 
former Chief Information Commissioner A 
N Tiwari told PTI. 

Venkatesh Nayak, a noted activist on RTI 
matters, said the public information officer 
of the election commission has exceeded 
his limits in giving this order. "The June 2013 
order of the CIC bringing six national po-
litical parties under the RTI Act remains in 
force even if the political parties do not obey 
it. It has not been stayed or set aside by any 
court. Therefore, as far as national political 
parties are concerned they are squarely cov-
ered under the RTI Act," Nayak said.

He added that all the information about 
state and national parties fall under the RTI 
Act which is held by the Election Commis-
sion of India and the CPIO is bound to make 
disclosure about them rather than taking 
position that these political parties are out 
of purview of the RTI Act. 

When contacted over phone about 
the controversial statement in the order, 
Wilfred said he meant that not all political 
parties are covered under the RTI Act. But 
when asked that the RTI appeal pertained 
to the six political parties which are under 
the RTI Act, as per the CIC order, he did not 
give any explanation except to say that the 
DoPT has issued an order that when an RTI 
plea pertains to multiple public authorities, 
it is not compulsory to transfer the question 
to them.

However, the order signed by him does 
not mention this. He had, however, trans-
ferred a question related to meeting held 
with political parties on the issue of elec-
toral bonds to the Finance Ministry. 

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
Nagaland’s department of 
Animal Husbandry and 
Veterinary Services has ad-
vised citizens not to panic 
over the news of the out-
break of Nipah virus which 
has claimed several lives in 
Kerala. 

An advisory from the 
department on Sunday 
asked people not to travel 
to the affected zones and to 
“avoid people coming from 
such places.” Be ‘aware and 
alert,’ it stated. 

Other suggestions in-

clude: “To always maintain 
proper hygiene like wash-
ing hands especially after 
touching animals, before 
eating, proper washing of 
food items, etc.; maintain 
healthy habits and keep 
your immune system at 
its optimum because the 
outcome of any infection 
depends on an individual’s 
defence mechanism; and 
not to have an aversion to-
wards bats. They are impor-
tant to the ecological bal-
ance of our environment.” 

According to the infor-

mation given, the Nipah 
virus is a new or emerging 
disease that can affect hu-
mans as well as animals. 
“It was first recorded in 
Malaysia in 1998-99 which 
resulted in infection of 265 
and death of 105 persons 
and 1.1 millions of pigs 
were destroyed. The virus 
is named after Nipah River 
village in Malaysia,” it in-
formed. 

Since then, in India, 
there were two outbreaks 
in 2001 and in 2007. In both, 
infection or transmissions 

through pigs were ruled 
out, the department in-
formed.

“The fruit eating bats, 
also called flying fox, is said 
to be the natural host of 
this virus. It commonly af-
fects animals such as pigs, 
dogs and horses, and can 
be spread to humans and 
cause serious illness and 
death among humans. 
Symptoms are not specific 
and include flu-like illness 
and hence can be confused 
with any respiratory illness.

“However, in the recent 

outbreak in Kerala, live-
stock and bats were not 
involved and as we leave 
it upon (sic) the scientists 
to study and understand 
the disease further, we as 
a department is vigilant, 
updating the information 
daily through our Animal 
Disease Monitoring and 
Surveillance Cell,” it in-
formed. 

The department has 
also asked citizens to report 
promptly “any disease oc-
currences in animals” to the 
nearest veterinary facility. 

Mumbai, May 27 (IANS): Appar-
ently failing to recover massive 
tax dues from various corporate 
tax-payers in the country, the 
Income Tax Department (ITD) 
has now started "writing off" 
thousands of crores of tax arrears 
by such defaulters, according to 
RTI replies.

This, despite the fact that the 
ITD is sitting on a pile of Rs 50,000 
crore of tax arrears all over India, 
according to available figures, 
with the highest -- Rs 33,157.97 
crore -- due in Pune, Maharash-
tra, alone. The revelation has 
come from several replies given 
by I-T offices under various prin-
cipal chief commissionerates 
of Income Tax (PR-CCIT) to RTI 
activist Chandra Shekhar Gaur, 
based in Neemuch, Madhya 
Pradesh.

When contacted, a top of-
ficial of the Central Board of 
Direct Taxes (CBDT), New Delhi, 
admitted that there were certain 
provisions by which tax dues 
may be written off in certain 

cases. "However, the tax-payers' 
liability does not get extinguished 
even if it is written off for the time 
being. When we learn that the 
party's financial situation has 
changed, we immediately initiate 
recovery proceedings as per law," 
the CBDT official, who requested 
anonymity, told IANS.

The official said the proce-
dure (to write-off) was very long-
winded, time-consuming and 
goes through various levels, de-
pending on the amount and re-
quired clearances from different 
authorities. At least two PR-CCITs 
-- Hyderabad and Pune -- having 
huge tax arrears, have admitted 
to 'write-offs' of unpaid taxes, 
Gaur told IANS.

Pune's Deputy Commission-
er of IT (Hq-Admin) and the Cen-
tral PIO, Harshit Bari said that the 
PR-CCIT here had notched up Rs 
33,157.97 crores as arrears per-
taining to Direct Taxes. Against 
this, it had also written off a wee 
amount of Rs Rs 12.57 Lakhs, but 
the period for the waiver or the 

names of the beneficiaries are 
not specified.

Hyderabad's Income Tax 
Officer (Hq-Tech) and the Cen-
tral PIO, K. Srinivas Rao has re-
plied that the PR-CCIT (Andhra 
Pradesh, Telangana and Hydera-
bad) had piled up consolidated 
arrears of Rs 1644.78 crore as of 
2017-2018, which it had "com-
pletely written off". Additionally, 
it had written off an amount of 
Rs 1,357.42 crore for the previous 
fiscal 2016-2017 - thus, totaling 
to Rs 3,002.20 crore for only two 
years.

Experts say that PR-CCIT 
Hyderabad replies indicate it is 
barely making efforts to recover 
its massive dues/arrears and has 
apparently written off the entire 
amount to be recovered from the 
tax-payers in the past two years 
alone.

In Chandigarh, the Jt. CIT 
(OSD) has admitted arrears of 
Rs 70.93 crore and Ward 4(2) has 
shows recoverables of Rs 10.31 
crores. But a single Ward No. 3(4) 

of ITO, Amritsar has notched up 
Rs 2,369.81 crores as arrears.

The DCIT Circle-7, Ludhiana 
has unrecovered arrears of Rs 
69.57 crore while ITO Ward 2(1) 
shows dues of Rs 5.60 crore. 
DCIT Circle (2) Bathinda has 
dues of Rs 58.34 crore. The PR-
CCIT Rajasthan has piled up Rs 
6,419.57 crores. Additionally, it 
said it had to recover penalties of 
Rs 1,202 crore and Interest of Rs 
1,618 crore.

The PR-CCIT, Tamil Nadu 
& Puducherry, has arrears of Rs 
3,553.09 crores due from default-
ers. It has also gone a step further 
to provide a published list of 24 
top defaulters from that region. 
In Chhattisgarh, the DCIT (Cen-
tral-1) has arrears of Rs.133.81 
crore while the ACIT (Central-2) 
has an unrecovered pile of Rs 
3,298 crore.

Gujarat's Gandhidham ITO 
Ward-1 has dues of Rs 261.23 
crore and ITO Ward 1(3)(2) has 
Rs 17.19 crore dues. ACIT has Rs 
217.90 crore due from defaulters. 

In Surat, Addl.CIT Range 2(1) 
has dues of Rs 140.56 crore and 
Valsad Ward 3 has Rs 7.13 crore 
as recoverables.

Mumbai's ITO 20(3)(2) at Par-
el has revealed a small figure of 
Rs 1.01 crore and ITO 20(3)(5) Rs 
1.03 crore as recoverable. DCIT 
Central Circle 2(2) has admitted 
to Rs 716.62 crore arrears while 
ITO Ward 11(3)(3) has Rs 12.40 
crore dues. In Madhya Pradesh's 
Bhopal ITO 5(2) has arrears of Rs 
20.50 crore and the Jabalpur IT0 
Ward 2(3) has dues of Rs 14.62 
crore.

"These figures are a matter of 
concern. The IT department has 
notched up over Rs 50,000 crore 
as arrears but failed to recover 
most of it. Pune and Hyderabad 
IT have even gone ahead to 'write 
off' an amount of Rs 3012.13 
crore between them," the expert 
pointed out.

He said like the current 
trend among banks, even the 
ITD seems to be in a "forgiving 
mood" for defaulters who don't 

cough out taxes, while the honest 
small tax-payers and the service 
classes with tax deduction at 
source (TDS) continue to pay up 
without fail, or face the music.

Mumbai's tax-consultant and 
Chartered Accountant Poneet 
Gupta said that arrears may be 
written off when the assessee 
is untraceable or bankrupt, but 
there is no procedure under the 
IT Act to "write off" arrears.

"Under the General Financial 
Rules, 1963, powers to sanction 
write-off of the revenue have 
been delegated by the centre 
to the IT authorities based on 
the amount (of write-off ) and 
seniority of the officer," Gupta 
told IANS.

Meanwhile, an email with 
specific queries on the issue and 
reminders to CBDT on May 16 
by IANS remains unanswered. 
Experts describe direct taxes as 
the veritable "bread-butter of 
the economy". Last year (2017-
2018), the total collection stood 
at around Rs 10 Lakh crore.

I’m not a natural actor 
– Aamir Khan  |  P10

 

Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 30° 20°

Agartala 35° 25°

Gangtok 25° 13°

Guwahati 33° 23°

Imphal 30° 19°

Itanagar 29° 20°

Shillong 24° 16°

Delhi 44° 29°

Kolkata 36° 26°

Chennai 38° 30°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 25° 16°
DIMAPUR 33° 22°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA 7mm 90%
DIMAPUR 3mm 92%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals
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Someone is sitting in the 
shade today because 

someone planted a tree a 
long time ago.

~ Warren Buffett

"Thank you for voting for us..." 

Mirror Takes

~ Arien

Eastern Mirror wishes 
to inform our esteemed 

readers that the new 
revised rate of the 
newspaper starting 

1st June 2018 will be 
INR 5/- per copy. 
The rate revision is 

due to cost escalation 
of raw materials and 
logistics in lieu of 

GST implementation. 
Eastern Mirror hopes 
that our dear readers 

will continue to 
support our endeavour 
to provide more news 

and more truth.

NOTICE

stated that the CEO will 
‘bear full responsibility for 
any further action from the 
association for these gross 
injustices and violation of 
the rights of central univer-
sity teachers in Nagaland.’

A statement from the 
Nuta on Sunday refuted the 
CEO’s claim that university 
teachers were not exempt 
from election assignments. 
“Section 159 of the Repre-
sentation of Peoples Act 
specifies ‘staff’ of universi-
ties but the CEO Nagaland 
seems ignorant about the 
fact that the word ‘staff’ in 
central universities refers 
to administrative staff as in 
office assistants, accounts 
officers, assistant registrars, 
deputy registrars, joint reg-

istrars who can be requisi-
tioned for election duties.

“According to the Uni-
versity Grants Commis-
sion Act and Regulations, 
university teachers are not 
‘staff.’ Therefore, the CEO 
Nagaland has wilfully mis-
interpreted 159 of the Rep-
resentation of People Act to 
harass university teachers 
and violate our freedom to 
political rights,” the state-
ment read.

Condemning ‘such mis-
interpretation,’ the Nuta 
questioned the ‘intention’ 
of the CEO and the deputy 
commissioners of Kohima, 
Zunheboto, and Dimapur. 
It has demanded ‘uncon-
ditional withdrawal of the 
illegal show cause notices.’ 



Institutions roll out the red carpet for HSLC, HSSLC toppers

Kohima’ DC informs on post poll, counting votes

TR Zeliang, NPF convey condolencesChrist King Church observes annual Marian procession 

Kohima diocese celebrates Cathedral feast and Sisterhood Day

Polling personnel station in Kohima, Dimapur

2 STATE
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Members of Christ King Church carrying an image of Mother Mary during 
the community’s annual Marian procession in Kohima on Sunday.

Women polling personnel proceeding to their assigned polling stations on May 27 in Kohima.  Security personnel detailed for election duties arrive at the Dimapur stadium on 
May 27.

Toppers and dignitaries during the reception on May 26 in Kohima. (Second) Lhiweü T Khape and Kukucho Cükhamu during the award ceremony in Kohima on May 27. (Third) Ayesha Begum receiving the Dr. Neilhouzhü Kire Angami Award from K Kire in Kohima. (Fourth) Recipients 
during another reception that was conducted on May 27 in Dimapur.

Priests and Sisters during the event marking Sisterhood Day at the Cathedral Church in Kohima on Sunday.

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
The toppers and subject 
distinction holders of the 
recently concluded High 
School Leaving Certificate 
(HSLC) and Higher Secondary 
School Leaving Certificate 
(HSSLC) examination had 
been honoured at the various 
institutions in Nagaland. An 
update on Sunday informed 
about the programme.

Cedok:The Commission for 
Education, Diocese of Kohima 
(Cedok), has acknowledged 
the rank holders of the HSLC 
and HSSLC examination from 
the Catholic institutions in 
Nagaland. The programme 
was held at the Holy Cross 
Auditorium in Dimapur with 
the theme ‘let the flame of 
success you lit continue to glow 
in your life,’ on May 26. 

The Bishop of Lucknow, 
Rev. Dr. Gerald John Mathias 
appreciated the students for 

their success. He congratulated 
the recipients of the award and 
the teachers who he remarked 
were ‘mentors of the successful 
students.’ He encouraged the 
teachers by quoting Nelson 
Mandela’s saying “education is 
the most powerful weapon to 
change the world.” 

M a t h i a s  a d d e d  t h a t 
e d u c a t i o n  t r a n s f o r m s 
individual to grow in all works 
of life, while the societal 
transformation is the result 
of individual transformation. 
Hinting on the need for such 
transformation, he said that 
educating the mind without 
educating the heart is not 
worth. Bishop also added that 
the Conference of Catholic 
Bishops of India’s aim of 
education is to form future men 
and women with ‘character, 
complete, compassionate, and 
commitment.’

The chairman of Cedok Rev. 

Dr. James Thoppil spoke about 
the contribution of the catholic 
schools in Nagaland. He said 
that the teachers are to be 
acknowledged and recognised. 
He urged the toppers to develop 
‘attitude of giving’ for the service 
received from the schools. 
Thoppil appreciated students 
for bringing good results to the 
catholic institutions. 

T h e  A d d i t i o n a l 
Development Commissioner 
Charles Nosazol spoke during 
the occasion. In his speech, 
Nosazol encouraged students 
to put God first and be humble. 
He reminded them to be 
grateful to their teachers and 
parents. He also challenged 
students to focus and continue 
to achieve more in future. While 
congratulating the teachers, 
he encouraged them to be 
optimistic in the midst of 
difficulties and dedicate their 
service in the field of education. 

Nosazol also urged the teachers 
to continue to guide the 
students, and acknowledged 
their hard works. ‘Let the future 
generations be a better place for 
living,’ he added.

Benrithung L Jungio, the 
HSSLC’s first rank holder from 
Don Bosco Higher Secondary 
School in Wokha spoke on 
behalf of the recipients of the 
award. Jungio acknowledged 
the unfailing graces and 
blessings of God who he was 
quoted as saying the ‘source 
of all success.’ He also thanked 
the Cedok for taking initiative in 
acknowledging the successful 
students from the Catholic 
school. The Cedok also awarded 
some of the teachers for their 
committed and meritorious 
service in the field of education. 
The awardees were said to have 
been rewarded with cash, and a 
certificate.  

Dr. Neilhouzhü kire GHSS: 

The toppers and subject 
distinction holders of Dr. 
Neilhouzhü Kire Government 
Higher Secondary School in 
Kohima were acknowledged 
on May 25 during the school 
morning assembly.

Besides the awards being 
given to the meritorious 
students, a special cash award 
of INR 25, 000 was given to 
Ayesha Begum, the school’s 
topper in HSLC. The award was 
said to have been a onetime 
award to commemorate the 
100 years of Dr. Neilhouzhü 
Kire Angami’s passing of the 
matriculation examination 
in 1918. The family of Lt. Dr. 
Neilhouzhü Kire led by Dr. 
Neikiesalie Kire, advisor of 
the Rural Development; K 
Kire, retd. director general of 
police of Nagaland; Abao Kire, 
former member of legislative 
assembly, and others attended 
the programme.

MGMHSS: The St. Thomas 
Mission Society and the Mar 
Gregorios Orthodox Syrian 
church organised honorary 
programme for the HSSLC 
and HSSLC rank holders of 
the MGM Higher Secondary 
School’s on May 27 in Dimapur.

The society member, 
Rev. P S Varghese spoke 
about the society’s different 
philanthropical works. He said 
that to promote education, the 
society is giving fees concession, 
meritorious scholarships in the 
name of founding member Lt. 
K V Ponnan and Bishop Mar 
Theodosius in school, MGM 
College and hostel. The fee 
concession, he said, was the half 
of the tuition fee concession for 
each third child from the same 
family. It also sponsors students 
for higher studies in MGM and 
CCET engineering college and 
other linked institutions. 

Head of Department of the 

management, the Nagaland 
University, Dr. Manoj Prabhkar 
was the chief guest of the 
function. Students’ toppers 
and selected teachers were said 
to have been awarded during 
the function.  INR 75, 000 was 
given away as the scholarship 
and meritorious award.  

The HSSLC ninth rank 
holder in science stream, 
Pawan Sharma gave speech on 
behalf on behalf of the toppers. 
Around 140 people participated 
in the program.

DMEA: The Ditso Memorial 
Excellence Award has been 
awarded to the two toppers- the 
HSLC topper No. 11, Lhiweü 
T Khape, daughter of Tamatsü 
and Neiteü Khape,  and 
Kukucho Cükhamu, the HSLC 
topper No. 14 son of Vekusü 
and Hüvekulü Cükhamu. The 
award ceremony was held at 
the Chakhesang Baptist Church 
in Kohima on May 27.

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
The Deputy Commissioner 
(DC) of Kohima Rajesh 
S o u n d a r a r a j a n  h a s 
informed about the poll 
scrutiny and the counting 
o f  v o t e s  i n  Ko h i m a 
district. According to 
t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f 
Information and Public 
Relations on Sunday, this 
information has been 
updated in connection 
with the Lok Sabha by-
election of the Nagaland 
Constituency Assembly. 

 Post poll scrutiny: The 
Kohima’s DC has informed 
that the post poll scrutiny 
of Form 17A and other 
documents will be taken 
up on May 29 at 11:00 am 
at the District Planning 
and Development Board 
hal l  in  Kohima.  The 
candidate or his election 
agent or a representative 
duly authorised by the 
candidate may be present 

to watch the proceedings 
of scrutiny. It also informed 
that  cel lular  phones 
and other electronic 
equipments will not be 
allowed inside the room 
during the scrutiny. 
    Counting of votes: The 
counting of votes for the 8 
Western Angami , 9 Kohima 
Town , 10 Northern Angami 
I, 11 Northern Angami II, 
12 Tseminyu, 14 Southern 
Angami I,  and 15 Southern 
A n g a m i  I I  a s s e m b l y 
segments of  Kohima 
district will be taken up on 
May 31 at  8:00 am at the 
Deputy Commissioner’s 
(DC) office in Kohima. 

 In this connection, 
the DC has informed the 
candidates that, under law, 
counting agents are to be 
appointed in Form 18, one 
for each counting table. 
Further, the candidates 
have been requested to 
note that the 100 meter 

periphery around the 
counting centre will be 
demarcated as ‘pedestrian 
zone’ and no vehicles 
shall be allowed. Only the 
candidate or his election 
agent and counting agents 
appointed by him and 
any other person with 
authorised photo identity 
card duly issued by the 
election commission or 
district election officer 
or returning officers 
displayed on his person 
shall be allowed to cross 
the first cordon of security 
ring, it added.

 No personal effects like 
cellular phones, camera- 
still or video (except official 
recording by appointed 
person) shall be allowed 
inside the counting hall. If 
any such items are brought, 
it should be deposited at 
the counter that will be 
opened for the purpose, it 
added. 

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): The 
Naga People’s Front (NPF) and 
the leader of the Opposition 
Party, TR Zeliang expressed 
condolence at  the demise 
of Thangkeng Khonsai, the 
general secretary of the Central 
Youth Wing of the Naga People’s 
Front who passed away on May 
26. 

NPF: The NPF’s press bureau 
on Sun. May 27 in a condolence 
message stated that Khonsai was 
an ‘honest and an upright youth 
leader’ who have sacrificed his 
valuable contributions towards 
the upliftment of the party and 
make his time available for any 
assignment given to him. 

The message added that 

K h o n s a i  p o s s e s s e d  ‘ l i v e l y 
personality’ and his presence 
in the party office was looked 
forward to by his colleagues.

 The party also remarked 
that he will be remembered and 
the vacuum he created shall be 
missed.

The NPF has extended its 
heartfelt condolences to the 
bereaved family members and 
pray to the Almighty to grant 
solace to the family and the 
departed soul.

TR Zeliang: The Opposition 
Party Leader TR Zeliang in a press 
note on May 27 expressed that he 
was ‘pained and grieved’ to learn 
about the demise of Thangkeng 
Khonsai, the general secretary 

of the Central Youth Wing of the 
Naga Peoples’ Front.

Re m e m b e r i n g  h i m  a s  a 
person who served the party 
with ‘commitment and sincerity,’ 
Zeliang remarked that Khonsai 
was an ‘upright’ man whose 
contr ibutions to the party 
and the Naga society will be 
remembered. 

Zeliang added that he was a 
‘promising young leader blessed 
with strong integrity, principle 
and charisma.’

Zeliang along with his family 
has extended condolences to the 
bereaved family members and 
pray to the Almighty to grant 
peace the family members and 
the departed soul. 

D i m a p u r ,  M a y  2 7 
( E M N ) : C h r i s t  K i n g 
Church of Kohima village 
has observed the annual 
Marian procession on 
Sunday, May 27. 

Large number believers 
from Catholic community, 
various associations, 
gathered at Don Bosco 
College, Kohima, to bless 
the Virgin Mary, a press 
release from the church 
updated about the event 
on Sunday.

O n  t h e  o c c a s i o n , 
Vice Rector Don Bosco 
Kohima Fr. Alex gave 
the manifestation of the 
Mother Mary followed 

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
The feast of Mary Help of 
Christians, the patroness 
of the Cathedral Church 
and the diocese of Kohima 
cum Sisterhood Day was 
celebrated on Sunday, 
May 27. Rev. Dr. Gerald 
John Mathias, Bishop of 
Lucknow diocese was the 
main celebrant.

According to the press 
release received on Sunday 
from the diocese, Bishop 
Mathias gave a message 
about the holy trinity. He 
said holy trinity means 
‘in one God head there 
are three persons – Father, 
Son and the Holy Spirit, 
forming an intimate unity 
and at the same time 
keeping their distinction.’

 St a t i n g  t h a t  t h e 
doctrine of trinity shall 
remain a mystery since 
humans cannot fully grasp 

D i m a p u r, Ma y  2 7  ( E M N ) : 
The polling parties for the five 
constituencies in Dimapur 
district has been dispatched for 
the election duty, the Lok Sabha 
by-election to the Nagaland 
Parliamentary Constituency  
which have been scheduled to 

be held on Mon. May 28. A press 
release from the Department of 
Information and Public Relations 
updated on Sunday.

Around 4300 pol ling personnel 
including security, sector officers, 
micro observers, and drivers, 
comprising of 323 polling parties 

has been dispatched today on 
May 27.

K o h i m a :  1 3 3 8  p o l l i n g 
personnel have been dispatched 
to their assigned polling stations 
in Kohima district from the Deputy 
Commissioner’s office on May 27. 
The Department of Information 

and Public Relations on Sunday 
informed that there are 223 polling 
stations in Kohima district. The 
update also mentioned that the 
polling parties consisted of 200 
male and 23 female have been 
dispatched.    

by blessing of decorated 
statue of Mary Help of 
Christians by Parish Priest 
Dr. Fr. Peter Salew, After 
the blessing, the faithful 
took the Marian procession 
from Don Bosco College 
and culminated at Christ 
King Church. 

T h e  p r o c e s s i o n 
c o n c l u d e d  w i t h  a 
Eucharistic adoration 
service at church

A c c o r d i n g  t o 
Catholic, the month of 
May is kept as devout to 
Blessed Virgin Mary and 
throughout the month, 
the Rosary Prayer was 
recited by the faithful.

Students of Ura Academy enacting a drama during a seminar, 
which was themed on ‘arts and literature performances,’ on 
May 25. The Tenyidie Kephrünuoko Krotho, a students’ union, 
organised the programme. The day also saw performances 
from other artists. Besides there was a fashion show, and 
competitions.

Roots
it, the bishop said in the 
same way human beings 
share the same mysterious 
nature for we are created 
in the image and likeness 
of God. Bishop said the 
mysterious nature of 
human being  is  not 
‘something we must be 
fearful, but it is something 
we need to explore, unfold 
and lived.’

In the living of the 
mystery of the trinity, 
Mathias mentioned that 
Mary is the exemplar and 
the best disciple adding 
that one must imitate her in 
one’s living and unfolding 
of the mystery in lives. 

“The feast reminds us 
that we are in relationship 
with each other and 
we are to love and help 
each other. Our unity 
must not disintegrate the 
diversity and wise our 

diversity should not be a 
hindrance to unity,” bishop 
reminded the gathering. 
He also congratulated the 
first communicants and 
the Sisters.  During the 
felicitation after the holy 
Eucharist Bishop James 
Thoppil thanked all the 
Sisters all over the diocese 
for their dedicated and 
devoted services, even in 
the most remote areas. He 
assured them of the prayer 
support.  Fifty five children 
received the sacrament of 
the first Holy Communion, 
an update informed.  

Also, on Saturday, 
May 26, Rev. Dr. Joy gave 
‘recollection talk’ for the 
Sisters at Mount Tabor 
Retreat House in Kohima. 
A memento each was 
presented to sisters by 
the diocese and by the 
NCWA. 
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Musician is the subject of a local heritage project 

  (Left) David Konyak (Right)  A collection of Konyak’s recording cassets. 

Eastern Mirror Desk 
Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): 
It was in the ‘90s and early 
2000s that a new wave of 
‘Nagamese’ music was the 
trend of local musicians in 
Nagaland. It was before re-
ality singing contests, social 
media, or mobile phones 
came into the picture.          

One such gifted sto-
rytelling musician was 33 
year-old David Konyak. He 
will always be a part of the 
genre’s generation that is 
today the original pattern of 
Nagamese music. 

Konyak was honest 
about on his musical jour-
ney and challenges, as he 
interacted with Eastern 
Mirror through the phone. 
He was Born in Tamkoang 
village and grew up at Tobu 
town in Mon district. Kon-
yak was only 16 year-old, 
an age of confusion for most 
growing people, when he 
and his friends recorded 
and released their first Eng-
lish album ‘Bad Kids’ in 
2000 at the Gospel Sound 
Studio located at Kashiram 
in Dimapur. 

It was during the re-
cording session the studio 
owner requested Konyak 
to compose some Nag-
amese songs and return to 
Dimapur, says Konyak. “At 
that time I decided to seize 
the opportunity and give a 
try since it was a big offer for 
me and luckily when I first 
released my Nagamese al-
bum ‘Dukhiya laka awaz’ it 
was well received and it was 

The long winding road of a Nagames singer from Mon 

YouthNet empowering local construction workers
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huge success especially in 
eastern Nagaland. So I be-
gan to make more and more 
music and I’ve released a 
total number of nine mu-
sic albums.” He released 
‘Dukhiya Laka Awaz’ vol-
ume one and two in 2001. 

Konyak studied up to 
standard-VIII. He built 
his fan base touring small 
venues and festivals, sing-
ing heartfelt, honest songs 
about everything from class 
and love to injustice, equal-
ity and social change. He 
sang and spoke about relat-
able issues.  

Konyak however took 
a sudden retreat from the 
music scene. He has been 
engaged in community ac-
tivities. Besides, because 
of financial constraints he 
could not produce new al-
bum.  But he was optimistic 
that he will be back after his 
work.  

Konyak’s passion for 
music developed when he 

came across a guitar bought 
by his brother who never 
allowed him to lay a hand 
on the guitar as he did not 
know how to play.  Although 
he was not familiar with 
guitar, his zeal for the instru-
ment made him make his 
own guitar just for the sake 
of practising. 

When Konyak’s brother 
saw his enthusiasm to play 
guitar, he taught him few 
chords. His attendance to 
Sunday school was an ad-
vantage as he slowly started 
playing guitar at church 
whenever they presented 
group songs during the 
service. After some years 
they formed a band which 
was known as “Modern Bat-
tles” along with some of his 
friends from Tobu and that’s 
how his interest grew with 
each day.

Recounting his unfad-
ing experience, Konyak 
shared “I performed at a 
concert organised by Na-

galand Film Institute (NFI) 
in the year 2001 at DDSC in 
Dimapur and coming from 
a remote town where you 
hardly enjoy regular power 
supply, the experience of 
sound system and arrange-
ment for person like me 
hailing from such a back-
ward area was exhilarating”.

Talking on his songs 
which conveys significant 
message, Konyak candidly 
shares: ‘I first try to ques-
tion and reason out myself 
after which I try to find a 
solution for every situation 
that caught my attention, I 
believe that there may be in-
dividuals whom I can reach 
and speak out through my 
music and that’s one factor 
why you feel that my songs 
are significant to particular 
situation. There are couple 
of songs which I have fin-
ished writing in few hours 
and there are also some 
songs which took me even 
weeks’. 

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN):  As a follow-up of 
the ‘Year of Construction Workers’ (YoCW), 
the YouthNet conducted a day orientation 
programme for construction workers un-
der the theme, “Enhancing our local skill 
workers,”on May 25 in Kohima. 

During the programme, Khotuo 
Sekhose, a Kohima based contractor ad-
dressed the opportunities and challenges 
in the construction sectors highlighting 
the importance of team work, integrity, 

patience, negotiating skills, and market 
knowledge. 

He shared the importance in starting 
small and moving up the ladder in this 
filed. Quoting “The more value you give to 
a customer the more value you receive,” he 
said the importance of collaboration and 
following instructions and safety rules, in 
addition outlined the importance of labour 
rate management since the market unceas-
ingly fluctuate one should also be dynamic 

with labour rates too.  Making a comparison 
between local and non-local construction 
workers, he said it was sighted that local 
construction workers lack of skills, experi-
ence, networking and marketing.

James Kithan, operations manager for 
Skill Development at YouthNet highlighted 
various schemes for the local construction 
workers. He informed that to disseminate 
information’s to the unregistered workers, 
the welfare board conducts regular IEC 

activities throughout the state. He said the 
department of Labour has been helping 
registered candidate with such benefits. 

Director YouthNet Lezo Putsure, in-
formed that workers can register with Dial 
Nagaland, which is a one stop centre for 
construction workers looking for work or 
customers looking for workers. 

One can avail the benefits by registering 
at dialnagaland.com/construction-workers 
or call on 7085050006 for assistance.

Even though his songs 
are unambiguous, he has 
not received flak but lots of 
encouragement. 

Konyak has an interest-
ing account with music. 
As a conventional parent, 
his Dad had asked him to 
choose between music and 
sports, and he random-
ly chose music thinking 
that he will not be able to 
play sports in old age. “I 
think I was right since all 
my friends have quit sports 
and I am still playing guitar 
and making music till now” 
says Konyak gleefully.

A humble person that 
he is, Konyak says he would 
like to perform with his 
childhood buddy and his 
former band mate Phaiba 
from Tobu as he was very 
closely associated with him 
since he started making 
music and have struggled 
together towards good and 
bad times of our life.

Lately he has been in 
Tobu travelling mostly in 
the eastern area perform-
ing mostly in church and 
student related events. 

Music has been a main-

stay for Konyak as he re-
counts it had helped and 
changed him completely- 
the way he perceives things 
and the way he respond to 
the criticism. ‘I grew up in 
an environment where I lost 
many of my good friends 
on drugs and I think getting 
attached with music made 
me to overcome all those 
issues’. 

“There are still many 
people who always wanted 
to enjoy music for free and 
in a remote village it is even 
more difficult since there 
is only handful of people 
who view music and mu-
sician seriously. There is 
no promotion as well as 
no financial support for a 
promising artist coming 
from a poor background”, 
he pointed out. 

Nagaland’s music in-
dustry has seen a sea of 
change since the time he 
started and Konyak in his 
words shares “so many 
changes have taken place 
since the day I started mu-
sic.  I first released my al-
bum in an audio cassette 
and then in CD, the mu-

The Genesis Project
The project was started by a youth Sangti Konyak 

in 2013. He was given recognition during the 1st Na-
galand Red Carpet for social contribution. The project 
is supporting the Tobu musician and mobilizing aid for 
production for his work.  There is a Facebook page for 
David Konyak to reach out to a bigger audience and 
find funds for his music. 

Some other initiatives of The Genesis Project in 
Tobu town include construction of a pavement, and 
a mini-library project, besides organizing counselling 
events for students.

sic scenario has entirely 
changed. Majority of the 
artists are now releasing 
their songs online in differ-
ent websites and the Music 
Task Force is also doing a 
commendable job in pro-
moting our local musicians 
and their music in interna-
tional level unlike the days 
when I started making mu-
sic where the only profit I 
get was by selling my audio 
cassette and CDs.”

This is a story of a man 

whose music conveyed can-
did substance. A self made 
man who charted his songs 
in everyone’s home and 
has found his way home to 
music.

David Konyak may not 
have the recognition of an 
‘it’ singer but some of those 
who grew up in the early 
2000 might recall David’s 
name being connected to 
Nagamese music. And for 
a while, the early music in-
dustry agrees.  
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Agartala, May 27 (PTI): The Tripura 
government has set August 15 as the 
deadline to phase out plastic carry 
bags, state minister Sudip Roy Bar-
man said.

The government, as part of the 
‘Himalayan Cleanup’ programme, 
urged people to replace their plastic 
bags with biodegradable ones.

The Himalayan Cleanup cam-
paign has been launched by a Delhi-
based organization in 12 mountain 
states in the country to end plastic 
pollution in the hilly areas.

Barman, the state science, tech-
nology and environment minister, 
said the initiative will go a long way in 
restoring ecological balance.

“Plastic waste damages marine 
life, contaminates soil and clogs 

drains. The environment department 
is taking measures to free the state of 
plastic bags by August 15,” Barman 
told reporters after launching the 
drive here.

People have to realize that plastic 
is not biodegradable and burning it 
could only produce harmful gases, 
the minister stated.

“Random plastic use for packing 
food items and groceries has to be 
stopped. If necessary, the govern-
ment will consult an expert agency to 
find out alternatives,” he added.

Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb 
has recently asked the Agartala Mu-
nicipal Corporation (AMC) to con-
struct at least 500-metre road with 
plastic waste as a measure to curb 
platic pollution.

He also asked the AMC to start 
door-to-door garbage collection in all 
parts of the municipal area.

Explaining the root of the prob-
lem, Barman said, “Raids and sei-
zures can’t end the use of plastic. If 
production is not stopped, the prob-
lem will not be solved.

Awareness is the only solution.” 
Earlier in 2015, the erstwhile Left 

Front government had imposed a 
total ban on production, use and sale 
of plastic bags for carrying items.

“The plastic ban, imposed dur-
ing Left rule, was just paperwork. We 
want to implement it in the truest 
spirit We have asked the Railways 
and transport companies to forbid 
plastic carry bags,” the minister 
added.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, May 27 (EMN): 
The Indian doctors for 
peace and development 
(IDPD), an affiliate of In-
ternational Physicians for 
Prevention of Nuclear War 
(IPPNW), reiterated its de-
mand to divert the “waste-
ful expenditure” on arms 
towards health, education, 
and development. IPPNW 
is a recipient of the Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1985.

Conveying this in a 
press conference con-
ducted in Manipur after 
the general body meeting 
of IDPD of Manipur state 
branch on Sunday, the 
co-president of IPPNW Dr 
Arun Mitra accompanied 
by the president of IDPD 

Dr S S Soodan and the vice 
president of IDPD Dr M 
Nara Singh urged all the 
nuclear armed states to 
join the Treaty on the Pro-
hibiting Nuclear Weapons 
and initiate steps to abol-
ish the weapons of mass 
destruction immediately.

Expressing concern at 
the continuous low-level 
conflicts in the Middle 
East, particularly in South 
Asia besides intermittent 
tensions at India’s border, 
Dr. Mitra said, “These low 
level conflicts could any 
time escalate into larger 
wars. Once war started, 
use of nuclear weapons 
in war could mean extinc-
tion of human life from 
Earth. So it is imperative 

that these weapons must 
be completely eliminated 
from Earth.”

India, which ranks 130 
among 188 nations with 
very poor human devel-
opment index, is pres-
ently the biggest buyer 
of arms in international 
market, ‘but our health 
indicators are one among 
the lowest in the world 
and our public health ex-
penditure is around 1.04 
% of the global develop-
ment index, which is too 
low,’ said Dr. Mitra. The 
money saved from arms 
race should be used to 
improve health and other 
needs of the people. “So 
let peace be the public 
agenda in the upcoming 

elections. Nuclear weap-
ons destruction should be 
the public agenda,” said 
Dr. Mitra.

Supporting the senti-
ment, Dr M Nara Singh 
expressed the need to 
take up people’s move-
ment in this regard. Cit-
ing that without people’s 
movement nothing can be 
achieved he said, “because 
of people’s pressure there 
is no third World War. We 
want qualitative change 
of our life.”

Presently, IDPD which 
have units / active con-
tacts in many countries 
has just two branches in 
Northeast Manipur and 
Tripura, according to Dr. 
Singh.

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): 
The Directorate of Rev-
enue Intelligence (DRI) 
has seized 24 pieces of 
ivory weighing about six 
kilograms collectively from 
two persons, including a 
contractual employee of 
the railways, near the Gu-
wahati Railway Station. 

The duo was to smug-
gle out the ivory to Nepal.

It has been confirmed 
by wildlife officials that 
the tusks were extracted 
after killing at least five 

adult and subadult ele-
phants. Since the ivory 
has been sourced from 
Hojai, it is believed that the 
elephants were in all likeli-
hood killed in the Karbi 
Anglong region of Assam, 
the DRI said in a statement 
issued today.

The interception took 
place yesterday as the re-
cipient of the ivory, Suraj 
Kumar Das, hailing from 
West Bengal was in the 
process of receiving the 
package from one Mo-

hammad Badrul Hussain, 
hailing from Hojai district 
of Assam, it said.

Das is  working as 
a coach attendant of 
Saraighat Express, the 
agency said.

Interrogation of the two 
has revealed that Hussain 
had picked up the pack-
age containing ivory from 
a person at Hojai and was 
supposed to deliver it to 
Das for subsequent smug-
gling to Nepal through an-
other person based in New 

Jalpaiguri, it said.
It is a known fact that 

endangered species are 
regularly slaughtered for 
their parts especially be-
cause of the rising demand 
in the international mar-
ket, the DRI said.

The market value of 
about six kilograms of ivory 
is around Rs 35 lakh.

The DRI had seized 
about 12.4 kgs of ivory from 
a bus at Siliguri on Febru-
ary 15 this year. In this case 
too, the ivory was sourced 

from Lakhimpur district of 
Assam. 

Further investigation to 
unearth the masterminds 
behind the gang of poach-
ers and smugglers of ani-
mal parts is underway, the 
probe agency said.

There is an urgent need 
to step up the fight against 
wildlife crime, which has 
environmental, social and 
economic ramifications, 
and a concerted effort is 
the need of the hour, it 
added.

Dimapur, May 27 (EMN): An aes-
thetic clinic with new avenues in 
the field of aesthetic medicine and 
surgery for the people of Northeast 
was opened in Guwahati so that 
they don’t have to go outside the 
region to perform expensive cos-
metology procedures.

A press release received on May 
27 mentioned that the brand new 
centre is the biggest and first of its 
kind aesthetic clinic, christened 
Rejuve Aesthetics.

The clinic inaugurated by not-

ed Assamese actress Zerifa Wahid 
is said to be located at Supermarket 
traffic point in Dispur.

The clinic is said to have has 
all the latest state-of-the-art medi-
cal cosmetology procedures and 
machines, including lasers, skin 
care, medi-facials, anti-ageing 
treatments, body contouring (cry-
olipolysis), non-surgical facelifts 
and several plastic surgery pro-
cedures as well as dental serv-
ices. The clinic provides Dhi Hair 
Transplantation which is the 

world’s largest and best certified 
brand of hair restoration, Re-
juve Aesthetics, the press release 
stated.

“We can find the best and most 
advanced form of treatments in 
entire northeast here,”  Zerifa, who 
is an epitome of beauty and grace 
said.

Director of the clinic Dr Shara-
di Shreemoyee who is primarily 
an aesthetic physician (medical 
cosmetologist) through the re-
lease said, “Rejuve Aesthetics will 

provide a promenade for  under-
standing  the world of aesthetics 
and its remedies, not only in the 
form of treatment but it will act 
as a gate way of knowledge about 
medical cosmetology which is a 
so rampant and widely accepted  
worldwide and yet somewhere 
lagging in our region. We plan 
on educating people and create 
awareness on the same in order 
alleviate fears related to the pro-
cedures as we believe age is just 
a number.”

Imphal, May 27 (IANS): 
Manipur Police on Sunday 
rounded up 98 suspected 
foreigners with fake Aad-
haar cards from the heart 
of Imphal city during an 
identification drive, of-
ficials said.

A police statement said 
that the raids were con-
ducted in the early hours 
in two residential areas at 
Naga Mapal here. The sus-
pects were found staying 
in rented houses. 

Police said they had 
intensified identification 
of outsiders in and around 
Imphal on the orders of 
Home Minister N. Biren 
Singh. 

Director General of 
Police L.M. Khaute said 
that all vehicles reaching 
Imphal from Assam, Naga-
land and Moreh, the bor-
der town, are thoroughly 
checked to identify the 
non-local passengers. 

Police said that fake 

Aadhaar and other docu-
ments are printed at two 
places outside Manipur 
for supplying to those 
who plan to enter Ma-
nipur. 

Chief Minister N. Biren 
Singh said that it was most 
surprising that Rohingyas 
were found staying at Hat-
ta in the heart of Imphal. 
He said nearly 40 foreign-
ers who were nabbed at 
different places are now 
in prison.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, May 27 (EMN): The nine day 
Imphal book fair is underway at DM 
College of Science campus in Imphal. It 
was inaugurated by Manipur assembly 
speaker Yumnam Khemchand on May 
26 Saturday. The book fair is being or-
ganised by National Book Trust (NBT) 
in collaboration with directorate of Edu-
cation (U) and Saheed Madhumangal 
Foundation.

A total of 35 publishing houses from 
different states, including six from the 
host state, are taking part in the event and 
showcased their books through 72 stalls. 
In connection with the fair, workshop on 

creative writing for children, presenta-
tion of short stories for general readers, 
orientation on reader’s club, workshop for 
teachers, storytelling for children, work-
shop on enacting a story, career in book 
publishing, and cultural programme will 
be organised during the course of the 
book fair.

According to the organisers, NBT 
book lover’s membership cards and other 
forms of book lovers of cards would be 
delivered during the event so that the 
card holders can buy NBT books at a dis-
counted rate. “So those who love to order 
our books in bunch online can also be 
done through our sites.”

Imphal, May 27 (PTI): Manipur Chief 
Minister N Biren Singh has said that 
the country has been progressing well 
under the BJP-led government at the 
Centre.

“Manipur is also marching ahead 
as the Modi government has paid 
special attention to the state,” the 
chief minister said while speaking at a 
function for completion of four years 
of BJP-led government at the Centre 
here yesterday.

He thanked the Centre for taking 
the initiative for setting up a National 
Sports University in Manipur.

Speaking at the function, Ksh 
Bhavananda, president of the BJP’s 
state unit, said that there was no alle-
gation of corruption against Narendra 
Modi regime so far. This was the best 
example of transparency of Modi 
government.

On the other hand, opposition 

Congress leader and former chief 
minister O Ibobi Singh alleged that 
the people of the country now realised 
that BJP had befooled them by mak-
ing false promises during election 
campaign.

He said this while joining the 
nation-wide protest launched by 
AICC and organised here by the Ma-
nipur Pradesh Congress Committee 
(MPCC) at the Congress Bhawan here.

He further said that the prices of 
petrol and diesel were all time high 
with the Modi government having 
fleeced Rs ten lakh crore from the 
pockets of the people in the last four 
years by raising excise duty eleven 
times. Former deputy chief minister 
Gaikhangam said that the BJP had 
betrayed the people of the country by 
making false promises as the govern-
ment had failed to bring back black 
money from foreign countries.

Mirror Crossword 1831sud0ku 1671
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank spac-
es so that each row, column and 3x3 box contains 
the numbers 1 to 9.

solutions to CRossWoRD 1830

ACROSS
1. Aquatic carnivorous mammal
6. Right away
10. El ____ Texas
14. Entirety
15. Worn loose from the shoulders
16. Inspires reverence
17. Actress Sophia _____
18. Level
19. Indian dress
20. Measured and recorded land 

boundaries
22. Fulfillment of a vow
24. Matured
25. Narrator
26. A poem or stanza of 6 lines
29. Small lake or pond
30. Crime syndicate boss
31. Taken out of service
37. Affirms
39. Capital of the United Arab 

Emirates, ___ Dhabi
40. Identified
41. Daily information publications
44. Burden
45. German car company
46. Red fruit
48. Caverns
52. Total destruction
53. Overtake again
54. Chief ore of iron
58. Chieftain
59. Not us
61. Prongs
62. Eat
63. Poem by Byron
64. Remove a container cover
65. French for “Summers”
66. Style
67. Sordid 

DOWN
1. “Wise” birds

2. You (archaic)
3. Unit of pressure
4. Lifts
5. Fail to meet a commitment
6. Played the part
7. Indicated
8. Gorilla or chimpanzee
9. Corrupt
10. Italian dish
11. Expect
12. Wait on 13. A type of willow
21. Abominable snowman
23. Naturally occuring glyceride 

of oleic acid

25. Happen again
26. Scrutinize
27. Projecting overhang
28. Expel
29. Name that means “My fair 

maid”
32. Backs of necks
33. Sweetheart
34. God of love (Roman 

mythology)
35. Weep
36. Counter-current
38. Stains 42. Disciple of Christ
43. Grime

47. Gap or break
48. Level at school
49. Make payment
50. State one’s opinion
51. Empty weights
52. Staff again
54. Consort of Zeus (Greek 

mythology)
55. Central American native
56. Collective
57. See
60. Computer in “2001: A Space 

Odyssey”

solutions to suD0ku 1670

Tripura govt. sets deadline 
to phase out plastic bags

IDPD reiterates demand to divert 
nuclear arm race to health development

DRI seizes 6 kg ivory worth INR 35 lakh in Assam

98 nabbed with fake 
Aadhaar cards in Manipur

Imphal book fair underway 

Aesthetic med. and surgery clinic opened in Guwahati

Manipur CM claims country is 
progressing in Modi regime

PTI

Congress MP Shashi Tharoor being felicitated before delivering a lecture on 
the ‘New India - Blueprint for the progressive Indian’ organised by NE-IAS, at 
Vivekananda Kendra, in Guwahati, on Sunday.

Sashed 
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Macro-data, rupee to fuel 
equity market’s trajectory 

Amul eyes nearly INR 50,000-crore 
group turnover in FY19

India’s gross defence budget expected 
to reach $112 bn by FY27 — Report

Petrol prices rise for 14th straight 
day; cross INR 78 mark in Delhi

NITI Aayog’s Governing 
Council to meet on June 16

NALCO to invest INR 30,000 cr. on new projects, expansion 

Established nearly 1.94 lakh projects, provided 
jobs to over 14.75 lakh in 4 years — KVIC  

Hydel power likely to get regulatory boost

Mumbai, May 27 (IANS): 
Fluctuations in the glo-
bal crude oil prices, along 
with the rupee’s move-
ment against the US dollar 
and the upcoming mac-
ro-economic data points 
are expected to chart the 
course of the key Indian 
equity indices during the 
coming week.

According to market 
observers, other factors 
such as the ongoing quar-
terly results season and 
the direction of foreign 
fund flows will also impact 
investor sentiments.

“The fall in crude oil 
prices... should help to 
soothe the market and the 
INR sentiment,” Devendra 
Nevgi, Founder and Prin-
cipal Partner, Delta Global 
Partners, told IANS.

“The global situation 
on North Korea and the 
US-China trade spat would 
also be closely watched.”

Lately, high crude oil 
prices and geopolitical de-
velopments have pushed 
the domestic fuel prices 
higher and weakened the 
Indian rupee. 

However, a reversal in 
the rupee’s trajectory was 
seen late last week as it 
strengthened by 23 paise 
to close at 67.78 against the 
US dollar. Even domestic 
fuel prices are expected to 
fall after the Brent crude 
cost eased to around $76 
from $78 per barrel last 

Mumbai, May 27 (PTI): 
Dairy co-operative Amul 
is aiming to grow at 20 per 
cent this financial year, to 
touch a group turnover of 
close to Rs 50,000 crore, 
on the back of growing 
consumer portfolio, pre-
miumisation and rising 
demand, a top company 
official said.

“The Amul brand, 
which clocked a turnover 
of over INR 40,000 crore 
last financial year, will 
grow at 20 per cent this 
year,” RS Sodhi, the man-
aging director of Gujarat 
Co-operative Milk Mar-
keting Federation (GCM-
MF), which markets milk 
and milk products under 
the Amul brand, told PTI 
here.

“We are launching 
several consumer prod-
ucts, and are also premiu-
mising our offerings. The 
growing demand will help 

us see a good growth this 
year,” he added.

The Amul brand in-
cludes the 18 member 
dairies of the Gujarat Co-
operative Milk Marketing 
Federation (GCMMF).

GCMMF, however, reg-
istered only 8 per cent in-
crease in turnover to INR 
29,220 crore in financial 
year 2017-2018, owing 
to a decline in commod-
ity prices.The consumer 
product portfolio has 
been growing at nearly 
15 per cent on a volume 
basis, Sodhi pointed out, 
which has helped the per-
formance of the Amul’s 
branded products, de-
spite lower commodity 
prices.

“Branded consumer 
products have registered 
a growth of 14 per cent 
in the last financial year, 
with products such as 
cheese, butter, milk bever-

ages, paneer, cream, but-
termilk and dahi having 
grown at 20-40 per cent,” 
Sodhi said.

The 18 member un-
ions of GCMMF has a 
farmer strength of more 
than 36 lakh across 18,700 
villages of Gujarat, and is 
procuring on an average 
211 lakhs litres of milk per 
day which is 20 per cent 
higher than the previous 
year. The co-operative has 
also recently tied up with 
the government and lend-
ers, under the Pradhan 
Mantri Mudra Yojana, to 
procure easy loans for its 
farmer partners.

“The scheme will help 
rural entrepreneurs im-
mensely, to upgrade their 
facilities and will also help 
distributors and trans-
porters. It will enhance 
the overall employment 
opportunities in rural In-
dia,” Sodhi said.

New Delhi, May 27 (IANS): 
Initiatives to bolster In-
dia’s position as a major 
aerospace and defence 
power are expected to 
push Indias gross defence 
budget higher to $112 bil-
lion by FY27, revealed an 
Assocham-KPMG joint 
study on Sunday.

According to the joint 
study report, India’s gross 
defence budget is expect-
ed to reach “$112 billion 
by FY27 from $45 bn an-
nounced by the govern-
ment of India in 2018-19, 
owing to significant steps 
been taken by the cen-
tre to bolster the coun-
try’s position as a major 
aerospace and defence 
power”.

The study noted that 
while the 2018-19 budg-
etary increase was “a 
meagre 7.8 per cent over 

the previous year”, it is 
expected to clock an esti-
mated compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) of 
about 11 per cent until 
FY27.

However, the report 
raised concerns that 
about 10 per cent of the 
defence budget is sur-
rendered “to Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) at the end 
of each financial year ow-
ing to underutilisation 
as the reserved budget is 
not mapped with capital 
acquisition”.

Besides, the report 
pointed out that the coun-
try’s capital expenditure 
for defence procurement 
is expected to exceed $250 
bn over the next 10 years, 
primarily to replace the 
Soviet-era vintage equip-
ment and meet the grow-
ing modernisation needs 

of the Indian armed forc-
es. 

“However, out of this 
the domestic industry 
would only be able to 
manufacture defence 
equipment worth just 
about $80 bn while the 
rest of it would have to 
be imported,” the report 
said. “Thus, the study sug-
gested the government 
to incentivise private en-
terprises for developing 
large scale research and 
development (R&D) and 
manufacturing capabili-
ties.”

The joint study added 
that “a vibrant domestic 
manufacturing ecosystem 
that includes both pub-
lic and private defence 
manufacturing entities 
is essential for success 
of ‘Make in India,’ in the 
defence sector”.

New Delhi, May 27 (IANS): 
Domestic petrol prices in-
creased for the 14th con-
secutive day on Sunday, 
with the key transportation 
fuel being sold at Rs 78.12 
per litre in the national 
capital.

According to the data 
from oil marketing major 
IndianOil, petrol price rose 
to Rs 78.12 in Delhi from 
Rs 77.97 a litre on Saturday.

Along with Delhi, pric-
es in Mumbai and Chen-
nai have already reached 

record levels. In Mumbai 
and Chennai, petrol was 
sold at Rs 85.93 and Rs 
81.11 a litre, respectively, 
up from Rs 85.78 and Rs 
80.95 per litre on Saturday.

In addition, price in 
Kolkata inched up to Rs 
80.76, against 80.61 per litre 
on the previous day.

The surge in petrol 
prices is largely attributed 
to the recent rise in crude 
oil cost and the high excise 
duty levied on the particu-
lar fuel type in the country. 

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): 
The fourth meeting of the 
Niti Aayog’s Governing 
Council will be held on 
June 16 and deliberate on 
the development agenda 
for ‘New India 2022’, vice 
chairman of the think tank 
Rajiv Kumar said today.

The Council, chaired 
by Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi, may also dis-
cuss plans for celebra-
tions to mark the 150th 
birth anniversary of Ma-
hatma Gandhi.

The apex body of Niti 
Aayog, the Council in-
cludes all chief ministers 
as also the members of the 
government think tank.

“ To p m o s t  o n  t h e 
agenda will be our strat-
egy for ‘New India at 75’, 
which NITI Aayog has 
prepared. The draft will 
be presented to chief 
ministers for their ap-
proval. Then there will be 
also discussion on aspi-
rational districts,” Kumar 
told PTI.

“We may also include 
something on celebra-
tion of Mahatma Gan-
dhi’s 150th birth anni-
versary. It must be done 
cooperatively and every 
body must be on board 
and that will be vision of 
India,” he said.

Niti Aayog has been 

working on the strategy 
document or develop-
ment agenda for ‘New 
India 2022’ for a while. 
Earlier, it had planned 
to come out with three 
documents a three-year 
action agenda, seven-
year medium term strat-
egy paper and a 15-year 
vision document.

The Aayog, in a pres-
entation last year, had 
s a i d  t h e  f o u n d a t i o n 
for freedom from six 
problems poverty, dirt, 
corruption, terrorism, 
casteism and communal-
ism will be laid by 2022 
when India celebrates 75 
years of independence.

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): The Khadi and 
Village Industries Commission (KVIC) 
today said it has established 1.94 lakh 
small and medium projects across the 
nation and provided job opportunities 
to over 14.75 lakh people at their door-
steps during the last four years of the 
Narendra Modi government.

The commission said that through 
the Prime Minister Employment Gen-
eration Programme (PMEGP), a flagship 
scheme of the Government of India for 
which KVIC is the nodal agency, the 
Centre has been encouraging the village 
industry.

KVIC Chairman Vinai Kumar Saxena 
said that in financial year 2016-17, the 
Khadi and village industries products 
saw record sales worth INR 52,000 crore 
and in the year 2017-18, it was expected 
to cross the INR 65,000 crore figure.

“Undoubtedly, it was the vision of 
Prime Minister Modi to digitalise the 
PMEGP scheme to bring transpar-
ency and efficiency along with putting 
a stern check on any discrepancies or 

middlemanship in the finalisation and 
disbursement of funds to the benefici-
aries,” Saxena said.

“Ever since KVIC’s IT team devel-
oped an in-house portal in 2016, we 
saw a quantum jump in the number 
of PMEGP applicants. As a result, we 
disbursed the margin money subsidy 
of INR 4,735.94 crore during this span 
of four years, which is some sort of 
landmark in the implementation of 
government scheme,” he said. Saxena 
said it was “really sad” that from Inde-
pendence till the year 2014, the growth 
of Khadi and village industries sector 
could not even touch the double digits 
and the highest growth rate recorded in 
the sector was only eight per cent dur-
ing the span of 65 years.

“In the last four years, i.e. from 2014-
15 to 2017-18, the KVIC has successfully 
established 1,93,818 small and medium 
projects across the nation from sleepy 
hamlets to bigger cities providing job 
opportunities to 14,75,888 persons at 
their doorsteps,” he said.

Kolkata, May 27 (PTI): Hydel power 
projects may get a regulatory boost to 
solve their problems towards offering a 
competitive tariff structure.

“Extend the useful life of the project 
up to 50 years from existing 35 years 
and the loan repayment period up to 
18-20 years from existing 10-12 years 
for moderating upfront loading of the 
tariff,” Central Electricity Regulatory 
Commission has suggested in its con-
sultation paper for the tariff regulation 
for 2019-2024.

Hydel projects get project loan for 
10-15 years, which is a major cause 
for high tariff in hydel power, resulting 
discoms reluctant to buy hydel power, 
power department officials had said 
earlier.

If the useful life is extended in the 
final regulation then it will be a major 

relief when projects are facing huge 
time and cost overruns. 

The repayment burden can be mod-
erated and that would felicitate de-
mand, a banker told PTI.

The final multi-year tariff regulation 
by CERC is expected to be rolled out 
by December after it goes through the 
consultation process, a CERC official 
indicated.

According to available data as on 
September 2017, 18 hydro projects 
of 6.2 GW capacity were stalled 
midway.

Currently, while hydro projects with 
total 145.3 GW capacity have been al-
lotted across the country, only 30.7 per 
cent of the projects have been com-
pleted.

Currently, the share of hydro power 
is just 14 per cent in the country.

Bhubaneswar, May 27 
(PTI): Buoyed by two-
fold jump in net profit to 
INR 1,342 crore last fiscal, 
the state-owned NALCO 
today announced plans 
to invest over INR 30,000 
crore to launch a host of 
new projects and unde-
take expansion.

“NALCO achieved 
highest net profit in last 
10 years of INR 1,342 
crore during 2017-18 
against INR 669 crore in 
previous year .. the profit 
registered more than 100 
per cent growth,” CMD 
of NALCO Tapan Kumar 
Chand told reporters 
here.

The Navaratna com-
pany was the third high-
est net foreign exchange 
earning central public 
sector enterprise (CPSE) 
in the country, while its 
net sales turnover for the 
year was INR 9,377 crore, 
highest-ever since incep-
tion, registering a growth 
of 26 per cent over last 
year, Chand said.

Similarly, export earn-
ing of INR 4,076 crore 
was also highest-ever 
since inception register-
ing a growth of 12 per 
cent over last year, he 
said adding, “2017-18 
has been a very reward-
ing year for NALCO on 
all fronts. We are looking 
beyond earning just prof-
its. We have improved on 
all parameters -- record 
production, highest sales 
and turnover.” 

Following the “stellar 
performance” in 2017-18, 
Chand said the company 
is all set to invest over 
Rs 30,000 crore over the 
next four years to launch 
a number of new projects 
and undertake major ex-
pansion programmes.

Among the projects 
under execution is the 
1 MTPA capacity 5th 
stream alumina refinery 
brownfield project in the 
existing refinery complex 
at Damanjodi at an esti-
mated cost of INR 5,540 
crore which is expected 
to be completed by April, 
2021, the NALCO CMD 
said.

Similar ly,  around 
Rs 9,000 crore is being 
spent for establishment 
of 6 lakh TPA brownfield 
smelter at the existing 
complex at Angul in Odi-

sha for which work has 
already started, Chand 
said.

Development of Utkal 
D and E coal mines at An-
gul is being undertaken 
at an estimated cost of 
INR 534 crore and the 
work is likely to be com-
pleted by 2019-20 and 
2022-23, respectively, he 
said.

NALCO is also setting 
up a 2.7 Lakh TPA caustic 
soda plant in a joint ven-
ture with Gujarat Alkalies 
and Chemicals Limited 
(GACL) at Dahej, Gujarat 
with an estimated project 
cost of INR 1,999 crore, 
Chand said.

Re g a rd i n g  d ow n -
stream integration, he 
said Angul Aluminium 
Park is being set up in 
a JV with state-owned 
Odisha Industrial Infra-

structure Development 
Corporation (IDCO to 
promote downstream & 
ancillary industries at an 
estimated project cost of 
Rs 100 crore, the CMD 
said.

The company is also 
setting up a 60,000 MTPA 
capacity alloy wire rod 
plant at its smelter in 
Angul to produce more 
value-added products at 
a cost of INR 131 crore.

Stating that the com-
pany has also made a 
foray into renewable en-
ergy sector, Chand said 
two wind power plants 
of 25 MW capacity each 
are being set up in Tamil 
Nadu at a cost of Rs 310 
crore.

Also in the pipeline 
is a 6 lakh TPA green-
field smelter in Odisha’s 
Dhenkanal which will 

entail an investment of 
Rs 9,000 crore, Chand 
said adding, INR 7,000 
crore would be invested 
to set up a 1,320 MW 
Thermal power plant at 
Angul in Odisha.

O n  p r o d u c t i o n , 
Chand said NALCO has 
been rated as the lowest 
cost producer of alumina 
in the world consecu-
tively for the two years 
in 2016 & 2017 as per 
report of renowned stock 
broking firm Wood Mac-
kenzie.

Panchpatmali Baux-
ite mines of NALCO has 
been rated as the sec-
ond lowest cost producer 
in the world in 2017 as 
per the Wood Mackenzie 
report, he said adding 
bauxite mines (North-
Central block of Panch-
patmali Mines) achieved 
100 per cent capacity 
utilisation with transpor-
tation (production) of 
68.25 lakh MT for the 
second successive year.

Alumina Refiner y 
achieved 100 per cent 
normative capacity of 
21 lakh MT in successive 
years with production of 
21.06 lakh MT Alumina 
Hydrate, he said.

Aluminium Smelter 
production has consist-
ently been increasing 
over the last five years 
and achieved highest 
cast metal production 
of 4.26 lakh MT (in last 
five years), registering a 
growth of 9.8 

Friday.
Additionally, the direc-

tion of foreign fund flows 
will play a key role to de-
termine the market move-
ment. Last week’s provi-
sional figures from the 
stock exchanges showed 
that foreign institutional 
investors sold scrips worth 
INR 3,227.06 crore.

Figures from the Na-
tional Securities Deposi-
tory (NSDL) revealed that 
foreign portfolio investors 
(FPIs) divested equities 
worth INR 2,988.86 crore, 
or $438.81 million, in the 
week ended May 25.

“Any negative emerg-
ing markets’ sentiment 
will adversely influence 
the Indian markets too. 
The domestic institutional 
investors have become the 
new anchors of the Indian 

markets given its matching 
net purchases to the net 
FPI sales,” Nevgi said.

Besides, crucial data 
points on the country’s 
‘Fiscal Deficit’, ‘Index of 
Eight Core Industries’ and 
the Q1 GDP growth rate 
will be keenly watched by 
the market participants.

“Decelerating macro 
trends like increase in 
bond yield, rising infla-
tion, INR depreciation and 
gap in current account 
deficit might impact mar-
ket performance over the 
medium term,” said Vinod 
Nair, Head of Research at 
Geojit Financial Services.

“This will lower the 
premium valuation of In-
dia...”

Apart from the macro-
data points, companies 
like L&T, NHPC, NMDC, 

NTPC, BHEL, BPCL, Coal 
India, Indian Overseas 
Bank and Mahindra & Ma-
hindra are expected to an-
nounce their fourth quar-
ter (Q4) earning results in 
the coming week.

“Given the weaken-
ing macro scenario and 
likely inflationary pres-
sure in coming months 
due to crude oil prices, 
direction of market is com-
pletely dependent upon 
the earnings trajectory of 
companies,” said SMC In-
vestments and Advisors’ 
Chairman and Managing 
Director D.K. Aggarwal. 

“Going forward, unfa-
vourable developments 
on the macroeconomic 
front may dent the confi-
dence of the market par-
ticipants.” 

On technical-charts, 

any further upsides in NSE 
Nifty 50 which has rallied 
for two consecutive ses-
sions till last Friday are 
seen after the immediate 
resistance level of 10,628 
points is crossed. 

“Technically, with the 
Nifty rallying for the sec-
ond consecutive session 
on Friday, traders will need 
to watch if the recent gains 
can sustain early next 
week,” said Deepak Jasani, 
Head of Retail Research for 
HDFC Securities.

“Further upsides are 
likely once the immedi-
ate resistance of 10,628 
points is taken out. Crucial 
supports to watch for re-
sumption of weakness is at 
10,417 points.”

Last week, both the key 
Indian equity indices -- 
S&P BSE Sensex and NSE 
Nifty 50 -- made marginal 
gains on the back of at-
tractive valuations, as well 
as a fall in global crude oil 
prices and appreciation in 
the Indian rupee.

Consequently, the ba-
rometer 30-scrip Sensi-
tive Index (Sensex) of the 
BSE rose by 76.57 points 
or 0.22 per cent to close 
at 34,924.87 points on a 
weekly basis.

Similarly, the wider Nif-
ty50 of the NSE closed the 
week on a slightly positive 
note. It closed at 10,605.15 
points -- up 8.75 points or 
0.08 per cent.
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Sacrifice Too High
M

aintaining the balance between nature and 
development is very difficult. Ensuring 
development without disturbing environ-
ment is not easy. On the other hand, if we 

prevent development just to protect nature, it will have 
a direct fallout on our livelihood. But even this reality 
cannot justify the killing of 13 persons in police firing at 
Tutikorin, the port city situated in southern Tamilnadu. 
Apart from so many deaths, hundreds of people were 
injured and similar numbers of youth are missing since 
the tragic day. Eyewitnesses claim that most youth, who 
are missing, were picked by the police either from the 
houses or localities. The firing and the subsequent po-
lice action clearly proves total administration failure 
on that day. The police force was not interested in con-
trolling the agitators. Their intentions were clear. The 
forces wanted to crush the movement. That is why they 
pulled the triggers virtually without any provocation. 
It is not wrong to expect that the truth will come out 
after the completion of judicial probe ordered by the 
state government. But the manner in which the Tamil 
Nadu chief minister supported his police force even be-
fore the said enquiry got started definitely raises doubts 
about the real guilty being punished. The chief minister 
blamed outside forces for instigating the agitators. But 
while doing so he did not realise that he has provided 
enough clue on agitation becoming violent.

The demand for the closure of Vedanta plant is 
nothing new. It has been going on for decades. In 2013, 
the then chief minister of Tamil Nadu J Jayalalithaa also 
stood beside the agitators and viewed that the plant 
should be closed. But no one knows why the plant was 
allowed to continue its operations even after the state 
government and the local populace were totally against 
it for nearly six years. Is it simply because of the delay 
on behalf of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) to take 
a final call on the plant or the pressure from some influ-
ential quarters to keep the plant running? It is no gain-
saying that the second element was the reason behind 
the extraordinary delay in ordering the closure of the 
plant there are such instances in other mining plants 
run by the same group. There are allegations that the 
said group is so powerful that it can change law to its 
advantage. But strangely, no one has dared to protest 
against the group so far. Only once, Congress presi-
dent Rahul Gandhi voiced about a mining project to be 
started by the group in Odisha. Mr. Gandhi promised 
that the rights of the tribal people would be protected at 
any cost. Apart from that, no one in high places uttered 
a single word against the group. Rather, many political 
bigwigs are known for their proximity with this group.

No one supports violence. But one must think about 
the agitators who lost their lives in Tutikorin. The Tamil 
Nadu chief minister has himself admitted that earlier 
protests were peaceful. The protestors turned violent 
only when they realised they would not achieve any-
thing by carrying on their agitation peacefully. Who is 
to blame for such a feeling – the agitators or the power 
that was in no mood close down the plant? More, al-
legations made by the agitators were not unfounded. 
It is proved beyond doubt by the order of the Pollution 
Control Board to close the plant immediately after the 
tragic incident. But no one is rejoicing as the people of 
Tutikorin had to pay, sacrificing their lives.

Indian Novel at its Best, Reflection and Not Protest 
Saket Suman  | IANS

Novel Algorithm Developed for 
Finding Disease-Susceptible Genes

R
esearchers have devel-
oped a novel statistical 
algorithm that is capa-
ble of identifying po-

tential disease genes in a more 
accurate and cost-effective way.

This algorithm has also been 
considered as a new promising 
approach for the identification 
of candidate disease genes, as 
it works effectively with less 
genomic data and takes only a 
minute or two to get results, the 
researchers said.

In the study, published in 
the journal Nucleic Acids Re-
search, the researchers present-
ed the novel method and soft-
ware GSA-SNP2 for pathway 
enrichment analysis of GWAS 
P-value data. 

According to the team, GSA-

SNP2 provides high power, de-
cent type I error control and 
fast computation by incorpo-
rating the random set model 
and SNP-count adjusted gene 
score.

“GSA-SNP2 is a power-
ful and efficient tool for path-
way enrichment and network 
analysis of genome-wide asso-
ciation study (GWAS) summary 
data,” said Dougu Nam from 
the Ulsan National Institute of 
Science and Technology (UN-
IST) in South Korea.

“With this algorithm, we 
can easily identify new drug 
targets, thereby deepening our 
understanding of diseases and 
unlock new therapies to treat 
it,” Nam added.

The researchers said that 

each individual’s genome is a 
unique combination of DNA 
sequences that play major roles 
in determining who we are, 
accounting for all individual 
differences including suscep-
tibility for disease and diverse 
phenotypes. 

Such genetic variation 
among humans are known as 
single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs). SNPs that corre-
late with specific diseases could 
serve as predictive biomarkers 
to aid the development of new 
drugs. 

Through the statistical anal-
ysis of GWAS summary data, it 
is possible to identify the dis-
ease-associated SNPs, the re-
searchers said.

Source: IANS
We honor the Creator when we honor the 

memory of those who honored Him.

After serving his country for two decades as a heli-
copter pilot, James returned home to serve his 
community as a teacher. But he missed helicop-

ters, so he took a job flying medical evacuations for a 
local hospital. He flew until late in his life.

Now it was time to say goodbye to him. As friends, 
family, and uniformed co-workers stood vigil at the cem-
etery, a colleague called in one last mission over the ra-
dio. Soon the distinctive sound of rotors beating the air 
could be heard. A helicopter circled over the memorial 
garden, hovered briefly to pay its respects, then headed 
back to the hospital. Not even the military personnel who 
were present could hold back the tears.

When King Saul and his son Jonathan were killed 
in battle, David wrote an elegy for the ages called “the 
lament of the bow” (2 Samuel 1:18). “A gazelle lies slain 
on your heights,” he sang. “How the mighty have fall-
en!” (v. 19). Jonathan was David’s closest friend and 
brother-in-arms. And although David and Saul had been 
enemies, David honored them both. “Weep for Saul,” he 
wrote. “I grieve for you, Jonathan my brother” (vv. 24, 
26).

Even the best goodbyes are oh-so-difficult. But for 
those who trust in the Lord, the memory is much more 
sweet than bitter, for it is never forever. How good it is 
when we can honor those who have served others!

Lord, we thank You for those who serve their 
communities as First Responders. We humbly ask 

You for their safety.

Appreciation to 
DMC Administrator
Of late I have been noticing many new changes taking 

place in our Dimapur town that hasn’t been initiated in 
the past..

The efforts of the current DMC Team led by the visionary 
Administrator Moa Sangtam is laudable especially the efforts for 
a cleaner and healthier Dimapur. Being a part of Team Clean Di-
mapur ,we never expected so much support from the DMC but he 
went out of his way to encourage us by sponsoring the installation 
of 72 dustbins in and around Dimapur town with many more to 
come...

I appreciate the authorities for posting a man of such calibre 
and vision and hope that he undertakes much more development 
activities for the betterment of our beloved city in the days to 
come ...

May our Almighty God bless him and his Team as they em-
bark on their endeavors to make a better, cleaner,healthier and 
greener Dimapur.

Azo Wetsah
President 
Tenyimi Students’ Union Dimapur

READERS’ MIRROR VIEWS & REVIEWS

DAILY
PATH

The Last Call

BIBLE READ:  2 SAMUEL 1:17–27
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

How the mighty have fallen!    
~   2 Samuel 1:27

I
n a shattered world of lovelorn characters, An-
uradha Roy’s recent novel yearns for “all the 
lives” it “never lived”, gently unfolding a nar-
rative whose heroes share traits of villains and 

villains of heroes — all held together by “a fragile 
contentment”. Traversing a family’s melancholic 
journey through the trials of time, or perhaps call-
ings of the heart, this is a novel that comes but 
rarely in our day and age.

And yet it is a story devoid of heroes and vil-
lains; the rights and the wrongs; liberties and prej-
udices — it evokes a curiosity for everything but, in 
the end, leaves you pining for nothing. Anuradha’s 
is a little universe, crafted with attention to minute 
details and progressed with an effortless narrative 
that floats in her rich prose and diction.

But this little universe inhabited by a lonely 
child Myshkin, who grows old as you navigate 
through its pages; his once subdued but always 
carefree mother Gayatri; his atheist, national-
ist and often difficult to comprehend father Nek 
Chand, can also turn magnanimously large in its 
context.

Along the way are appearances by Tagore and 
Walter Spies; events of the second World War col-
lide with the cutting down of trees many years later 
and aspirations of India’s freedom movement are 
thrust against the backdrop of art and the everlast-
ing pull that it has for artists. But above all, strange 
are the manners of the human heart and, like in 
real life, the characters are firm, albiet whimsical, 
when it comes to dealing with their emotions. 

The most compelling aspect of the narrative is 
governed by the simple fact that it stays as true to 
the truth as a novel possibly can. The characters 
follow their hearts and do what anyone would do 
when placed in their shoes. Often, there is actually 
nothing else they can really do other than remem-
bering the good old lullabies or writing letters in 
their remembrance. But it is neither nostalgia nor 
regret.

At the onset, the reader is on a constant quest 

of finding where the past begins. Setting the narra-
tive straight in the very first sentence, the readers 
are told: “In my childhood, I was known as the boy 
whose mother had run off with an Englishman.” 
Even as one event leads to the next, the readers 
are aware of an upcoming destination — when 
Myshkin’s mother will “run off” — thus the hith-
erto anticipation finds a greater push once Gayatri 
actually runs off with Walter Spies, leaving behind 
her husband and of course, young Myshkin.

Crafting the plot of an intriguing novel is the 
forte of a creative mind but presenting it in indis-
putably flawless sentences that soothe the reader’s 
heart is an art that comes with maturity. The novel 
presents a master storyteller at work: matured in 
her view of the narrative, calm in her tone, rich in 
language, profound in the experience she creates 
and yet so observant of the affairs of men.

The novel touches upon a range of piercing so-
cietal issues — women’s rights, art, environment 
and nationalism, to name a few — but nowhere 
does it sound preachy in its narration. It is not a 
protest because Anuradha, as the writer, or My-
shkin as the narrator, are not complaining. Instead, 
it is a recollection where the story that Anuradha 
has written is actually being recalled and reflected 
upon by Myshkin as we flick through its pages. So, 
the story is being written inside the story and the 
readers become a part of this profound experi-
ence, woven together by little fragments that break 
the realms of time and geographical boundaries.

A novel that is global in its appeal and yet Indi-
an at its heart, there is never a dull moment in “All 
the lives we never lived”. There is no anticipation 
of a sudden twist but it is the overall experience 
(of which the reader too becomes a part) that will 
win many prospective readers for this once-in-a-
lifetime novel.

It is not a soothing balm on an aching heart, it 
is the ache and it is the relief.

(Saket Suman can be contacted at  
saket.s@ians.in)

Sugandha Rawal | IANS

Awareness about Sanitary Napkins Still Low in Rural Areas: India’s Real Pad Man

S
ome thought he was possessed, some thought 
he was just being a pervert when he started 
questioning young women about sanitary 
pads.

But Arunachalam Muruganantham did all this in 
his quest to make cheap sanitary napkins for his wife, 
which, eventually, went on to revolutionise menstrual 
health for rural women around the globe.

Muruganantham, who hails from Coimbatore in 
Tamil Nadu, says he still has miles to go in his mission 
“to make menstrual hygiene accessible and affordable 
for everyone”.

“It all started for my wife (Shanthi) and now it has 
gone global and become a revolution. I am very glad 
and happy with where my mission has reached,” Mu-
ruganantham told IANS in an email interview from 
Coimbatore.

“People have definitely changed. More people are 
having open conversations about sanitary hygiene... 
20 years ago no one dared to speak about it. Today, ta-
boos have been broken. But India is not made up of 
metros alone. We have 600,000 villages and the aware-
ness level is low. We have miles to go in our mission to 
make menstrual hygiene accessible and affordable for 
everyone,” he added.

Muruganantham believes everyone can be a Pad 
Man. “And that is why I feel it is my responsibility to 
create more Pad Men,” he added.

Muruganantham did not embark on this journey 
to get acclaim or fame, but to ensure his wife doesn’t 
resort to unhygienic ways like cotton, ash or rag cloth 
during ‘that’ time of the month.

A school dropout, Muruganantham nearly lost his 
family, his money and respect in society. People start-
ed avoiding him, he was subjected to taunts from the 
people from his own neighbourhood, and some even 
thought he had contracted a sexual disease. In fact, his 
wife also left him due to his craze to create affordable 
sanitary napkins.

“What kept me going was my desire to provide a 
hygiene product for my wife. Also, I have worked for an 
engineering firm and I know for a fact that even if I fail 
9999 times, I know if I change the angle of the blade, I 
might succeed tomorrow,” he said while recalling his 

journey.
What was the most difficult thing to crack in his 

endeavour?
“The most difficult thing is changing people’s 

mindset. No man ever died of poverty; everything is 
because of ignorance. To break the age-old taboos and 
to see girls and women use pads was a difficult task,” 
he said.

Flash forward to the present, he runs a company in 
Coimbatore to supply women with sanitary pads, pro-
vides technology for his low cost hygiene products to 
several countries, was named one of Time magazine’s 
100 most influential people in 2014, and was hon-
oured with the Padma Shri in 2016.

His story found its way into Bollywood in a more 
dramatised way through “Pad Man”, with actor Akshay 
Kumar driving the project with his star power.

Directed by R. Balki, “Pad Man” is based on a short 
story from Twinkle Khanna’s book “The Legend Of 
Lakshmi Prasad”. The film, also starring Sonam Ka-
poor and Radhika Apte, will air on May 26 -- just days 
before Menstrual Hygiene Day -- on Zee Cinema.

The film has opened a wider dialogue on menstru-
al hygiene.

“It was the first time that a superstar came forward 
to do a movie on menstrual hygiene. They believed in 
the cause and that can be seen in the way the movie 
was made,” he said, adding that the stardom of “Ak-
shayji helped increase the awareness and take conver-
sations to the next level”.

That has added more power to his mission.
“I want to create more Pad Men who can make 

an impact in society. The movie has contributed im-
mensely towards this and I would like to thank Twin-
kle, Akshayji, Balki sir and the entire team for this,” 
added Muruganantham.

Muruganantham, who believes in living a simple 
life, is using the new found commercial interest to 
spread word about his endeavour.

“We have an initiative called #StandByHer, aimed 
at spreading awareness in menstrual hygiene digit-
ally and on ground. With the help of a few like-minded 
people, we create awareness amongst school students 
and villages.

“We also distribute pads to police women, school 
girls and villagers. We are creating various unique con-
cepts to create awareness — the Pad Man challenge 
being one amongst them. We are also bringing out a 
multi lingual song to raise awareness about menstrual 
hygiene.”

(Sugandha Rawal can be contacted at 
sugandha.r@ians.in)

Social entrepreneur Arunachalam Muruganantham. IANS

(May 28 is Menstrual Hygiene Day)

Book: All The Lives We Never Lived;  
Author: Anuradha Roy; Publisher: Hachette; 
Price: Rs 599; Pages: 335



Another telecom storm is brewing on 
the horizon. This time, the bone of  
contention is the manner in which 
the Central government allocates E 

and V-band spectrum.
The government has sought the Attor-

ney General’s opinion on whether it can al-
lot spectrum on a first come first serve basis 
(FCFS) instead of  auctioning all spectrum as 
a consequence of  the Supreme Court’s judg-
ment in 2012, cancelling the allocation of  2G 
spectrum on a FCFS basis on the grounds 
that it should have been allocated. The impli-
cations of  the final policy will be significant 
for the telecom industry and Indian consum-
ers.

If  the spectrum is auctioned, telecom op-
erators will have to outbid each other in an ex-
pensive bidding war, the costs of  which they 
will recover from you, the consumer. The pro-
ceeds of  the auction will, however, fatten the 
government exchequer. On the other hand, 
if  the spectrum is given on a FCFS basis, the 
government does not make money but the 
advantage is that the telecom operators who 
receive spectrum at a low cost will pass on the 
benefits to consumers in the form of lower 
call rates and data charges.

The judiciary and its approach to 
reviewing economic policy  
The question at the heart of  the debate is 
whether the Supreme Court can dictate to 
the executive the manner in which it can ex-
ercise its discretion while making economic 
policies? The answer to that question often 
depends on how we perceive the role of  the 
judiciary in modern day India.

Classical theories of  rule of  law call for 
a strict separation of  powers wherein the po-
litical executive is voted into power and is 
accountable to the people for the manner in 
which they exercise their discretion. In this 
setting, the judiciary can review adminis-
trative decisions of  the government on very 
limited grounds. For example, the standard 
in the United Kingdom used to be one that 
prevented judges from going into the merits 
of  the decision arrived at by the government. 
Judges would have to limit their review to the 
procedure followed by the government in ar-
riving at the decision. For example, if  the ad-
ministrative authority exercises its discretion 

in a manner that exhibits bias or denies legiti-
mate expectations, the English courts could 
merely set aside the decision on the grounds 
of  a flawed decision-making process.

Once the administrative authority correct-
ed the procedural flaw, it could proceed with 
the same policy. English judges would inter-
fere with the merits of  the decision itself  only 
if  it violated the Wednesbury standard of  
review i.e. the decision was no unreasonable 
that no reasonable man would have arrived it. 
It is a much criticized and rarely used doctrine 
that has since given way to the proportional-
ity test which offers a more structured review 
of administrative decision making, while also 
giving judges an opportunity to become more 
activist.

The Indian debate on the role and power 
of  the judiciary vis-à-vis the executive has 
evolved differently. The invention of  public 
interest litigation (PILs) in the eighties led to 
a very activist Supreme Court which had ab-
solutely no qualms going much further than 
their English counterparts when it came to 
reviewing administrative decision making. 
This new Indian conception of  ‘Rule of  Law’ 
allowed Indian judges to examine not just the 
manner in which decisions were arrived at but 
also the merits of  the decision itself. In other 
words, judges could substitute the opinion of  
the executive with their own opinion. There 
are instances from the eighties and early 
nineties where Indian judges would set aside 
economic decisions of  the government and 
instruct the government to conduct certain 
transactions in a particular manner.

Post liberalisation, when the political ex-
ecutive began the process of  liberalization, 
the Supreme Court became the last hope of  
the Indian left who used PILs to challenge 
the government’s decision to liberalise certain 
sectors or privatise government run indus-
tries. For example, in 1996, in the case of  Del-
hi Science Forum v. Union of  India a group 
of  NGOs sought to restrain the liberalization 
of  the telecom sector which was otherwise 
controlled by the government. Similarly, the 
privatisation of  BALCO by the NDA gov-
ernment was challenged by labour unions 
before the Supreme Court. In both cases, the 
Supreme Court declined to intervene on the 
grounds that the executive was best placed to 
make economic policy and the courts would 
interfere only on very limited grounds.

The 2G judgement – are auctions 
constitutionally mandated?
The 2G judgment in 2012 represented a rare 
break in the court’s reluctance to interfere in 
the government’s power to make economic 
policy. As with the cases against telecom 
privatization in the 90’s and the Balco pri-
vatization, the 2G case was instigated by the 
left leaning Centre for Public Interest Litiga-
tion and was targeted at not just corruption 
but also the perceived neo-liberal policy of  
FCFS which deprived the exchequer of  valu-
able money that would have accrued to the 
government by auctioning public resources 
like spectrum. The Supreme Court bench 
that heard the 2G challenge fell back on the 
environmental doctrine of  ‘public trust’ to 
rule that the central government was holding 
spectrum in trust for the Indian people there-
by requiring it to dispose those resources in a 
manner that deliver the maximum benefit to 
the Indian people.

In the court’s opinion, only a public auc-
tion could ensure the maximum revenue and 
hence the government was required to auc-
tion the spectrum. The court also quashed 
the FCFS policy on the grounds that it was 
discriminatory and violative of  the equality 
mandate of  Article 14 since it was a process 
that open to favoritism of the kind seen in the 
2G allocation wherein persons with inside 
information would get undue benefit. There 
was no engagement by the court with the 
benefits of  the FCFS or the drawbacks of  an 
auction, when it decided to order the central 
government to auction 2G spectrum.

When it was delivered the 2G judgment 
caused a political earthquake and set the 
ground for the UPA’s defeat in 2014. The 
judgment also meant that auctions would 
have to be the only route of  allocating natural 
resources not just spectrum. In a rare moment 
of  clarity at the time, the UPA government re-
quested the President to refer to the Supreme 
Court for its opinion a series of  questions on 
allocation of  natural resources. This had the 
effect of  having a bench other than the 2G 
bench deciding the issue. While the consti-
tutional bench constituted to hear the matter 
declined to get dragged into the issues regard-
ing the 2G policy, it did deliver a conclusive 
judgment rebuffing the 2G court on several 
points, including its contention that Article 14 
mandated auctions. The relevant paragraph is 
reproduced below:

……. can auction as a method of  
disposal of  natural resources be 
declared a constitutional mandate 
under Article 14 of  the Constitution 
of  India?  We would unhesitatingly 
answer it in the negative since any 
other answer would be completely 
contrary to the scheme of  Article 14.

The constitutional bench also made it 
clear that the 2G judgment did not mandate 
the auctioning of  natural resources, including 
spectrum, in the future. The contentious para-
graph of  the 2G judgment that is now being 
bandied about to push the government to auc-
tion spectrum is as follows:

96: In our view, a duly publicised 
auction conducted fairly and 
impartially is perhaps the best method 
for discharging this burden and the 
methods like first come- first-served 
when used for alienation of natural 
resources/public property are likely 
to be misused by unscrupulous people 
who are only interested in garnering 
maximum financial benefit and have 
no respect for the constitutional ethos 
and values. In other words, while 
transferring or alienating the natural 
resources, the State is duty-bound to 
adopt the method of auction by giving 
wide publicity so that all eligible 
persons can participate in the process.

The constitution bench in the presidential 
reference interpreted that paragraph from the 
2G judgment in the following manner:

Our reading of these paragraphs 
suggests that the Court was not 
considering the case of auction in 
general, but   specifically evaluating 
the validity of those methods adopted 
in the distribution of spectrum from 
September 2007 to March 2008.  It is 
also pertinent to note that reference 
to auction is made in the subsequent 
paragraph (96) with the rider ‘perhaps’. 
It has been observed that “a duly      

publicized auction conducted fairly 
and impartially is perhaps the best 
method for discharging this burden.” 
We are conscious that a judgment is 
not to be read as a statute, but at the 
same time, we cannot be oblivious to 
the fact that when it is argued with 
vehemence that the judgment lays 
down auction as a constitutional 
principle, the word “perhaps” 
gains   significance. This suggests 
that the recommendation of auction 
for alienation of natural resources 
was never intended to be taken as 
an absolute or blanket statement 
applicable across all natural resources, 
but simply a conclusion made at 
first blush over the attractiveness of  
a method like auction in disposal 
of natural resources. The choice of  
the word ‘perhaps’ suggests that the 
learned Judges considered situations 
requiring a method other than auction 
as conceivable and desirable.

Therefore, to use paragraph 96 of  the 2G 
judgment to push for the auction of  spectrum 
is disingenuous. There is little doubt that the 
present cabinet, and the many lawyers serv-
ing on it, are fully aware that they have the 
power to decide the future policy on spectrum 
allocation.

Yet they are referring the matter to the At-
torney General for a legal opinion and mak-
ing promises of  seeking the blessings from the 
Supreme Court because they know very well 
that they made some rather exaggerated ar-
guments during the 2G scandal to completely 
rubbish the FCFS policy despite the policy’s 
obvious benefits.

Rather than emasculate itself  before the 
Supreme Court, the government should show 
some political spine by introducing a law in 
Parliament to determine the mode of  alloca-
tion of  future spectrum and in the process 
demonstrate to the Indian people that Parlia-
ment and not the Supreme Court is supreme 
when it comes to economic policy.  

(Prashant Reddy is an Asst. Professor at the 
National Academy of  Legal Studies & Research, 
Hyderabad where he teaches administrative law 

and intellectual property law.)

Last week, a dust storm raged over Ut-
tar Pradesh and Rajasthan, killing 
over 100 people and raising concerns 
over extreme weather events and 

their causal links to anthropogenic climate 
change.

There have been two major types of  pol-
icy responses to climate change: mitigation 
and adaptation. Mitigation addresses the root 
causes and focuses on reducing future green-
house gas emissions, while adaptation seeks 
to lower current risks posed by the effects of  
climatic change. Even if  we successfully re-
duce emissions over the next decade, adap-
tation will still be necessary to deal with the 
short- to medium-term risks associated with 
carbon emissions released over the last cen-
tury – including protecting ourselves against 
freak weather events like dust storms.

Other measures include building defences 
to protect against sea-level rise, deploying ear-
ly warning systems against cyclones, revising 
building codes, diversifying crops, installing 
micro-irrigation systems and increasing pen-
etration of  weather insurance.

Costs of delaying adaptation
According to an HSBC report published in 
March 2018, India is among those nations 
considered most vulnerable to the effects of  
climate change. The highest risks are concen-
trated among low-income groups living in 

houses that are more easily damaged by wind 
and water hazards during extreme weather 
events.

Nearly 54% of India faces high to extreme-
ly high water stress. There will be increased 
pressure on water resources as climate change 
disrupts weather patterns and prolongs dry 
periods. This stress will also have far-reaching 
implications on India’s food security.

Climate change has also the potential to 
reverse India’s achievements in reducing di-
arrhoea-related deaths, further widening the 
class divide: children living in poor, rural ar-
eas and urban slums develop a higher risk of  
morbidity due to diarrhoeal diseases.

Labour productivity is also in the firing 
line, with one study estimating that a maxi-
mum temperature of  37º C can result in over 
101 million work-hours lost nationwide.

The severity of  extreme climatic events 
can be mitigated through a process of  pre-
vention and relief. The focus of  central and 
state governments has been on palliative ad-
aptation and not preventive. This approach is 
myopic because preventive adaptation would 
mitigate the adverse impact probability, thus 
reducing the need for palliative action. Pre-
ventive adaptation also ensures that palliative 
adaptation is more effective in the way it uti-
lises resources. It has been estimated that up 
to 65% of climate risks can be mitigated by 
deploying preventive measures.

The state of  Odisha is a case in point. 
The 1999 cyclone that struck Odisha killed 
9,843 people. However 14 years later, when 

the equally powerful Cyclone Phailin swept 
through the area, only 47 people died. This 
reduction in disaster mortality owed thanks 
to improvements in disaster risk-management 
implemented by the state government. After 
1999, Odisha had established a state disaster 
management authority, built cyclone shelters, 
deployed early-warning systems and erected 
embankments to protect against storm surges 
and coastal flooding.

However, such measures have been the ex-
ception, not the norm, in India.

Some adaptation measures like increas-
ing access to education and healthcare facili-
ties will overlap with existing development 
programmes. But holistic adaptation goes 
beyond to include measures that will ad-
dress additional risks brought on by climate 
change. A preliminary assessment by the 
Council on Energy, Environment and Water, 
IIT Gandhinagar and IIM Ahmedabad found 
in 2015 that India will have to invest Rs 24.3 
lakh crore every year by 2030 to implement 
adaptation actions. The study noted that total 
government spending on capacity develop-
ment in India has grown consistently over 
the last decade; Rs 6.2 lakh crore was spent 
in 2013 alone.

The National Adaptation Fund for Cli-
mate Change (NAFCC), established by the 
Government of  India in 2015, aims to sup-
port concrete adaptation activities. As of  to-
day, 26 projects have been approved at a total 
cost of  Rs 648.9 crore, and of  which Rs 315.3 
crore has been released. This is woefully inad-

equate given the size of  our country and the 
challenges it faces.

Urban India has been largely ignored vis-
à-vis adaptation efforts. Climate resilience 
and risks associated with climate change have 
failed to find mention in ‘smart city’ propos-
als approved by the Centre. If  we don’t invest 
more in climate-resilient infrastructure, natu-
ral disasters have been estimated to cost cities 
$314 billion (Rs 21.2 lakh crore) worldwide 
every year post-2030, up from about $250 bil-
lion today.

Changes at the urban local level
Given these numbers, why has climate-change 
adaptation been so ignored?
It is not just the government that has over-
looked the importance of  investments in 
climate resilient infrastructure. The private 
sector is just as guilty. Infrastructure project 
finance often does not account for future cli-
mate risks as part of  risk assessment. The pri-
vate sector’s comprehension of  climate risk is 
still at a nascent stage.

The first step is to incorporate climate risk 
management into the planning stage itself. A 
“reverse impact assessment” should also be 
carried out to ascertain the impact of  climate 
change on a project in the medium to long 
term. The prevailing environment impact as-
sessment framework, under the Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986, does not allow for this.

The second step will be to enhance the 
ability of  all stakeholders to raise funds to fi-
nance adaptation projects. It has been noted 

that early investments in preventive adapta-
tion measures are likely to be cheaper and 
more effective than palliative adaptation, 
such as complex disaster relief  efforts follow-
ing an event.

It is not feasible for cities to depend solely 
on transfers from state or central institutions 
to fund projects aimed at addressing climate 
risk. Instead, they must rely on alternative 
sources of  revenue. Municipal bonds are an 
effective way to raise capital for climate ad-
aptation projects. The primary constraints in 
developing a municipal bond market are lack 
of  information in the public domain on fiscal 
performance, debt and contingent liabilities – 
and governance issues.

The need of  the hour is to galvanise ac-
counting reforms at local bodies to assess 
credit worthiness. Of the 4041 urban local 
bodies (ULBs) in India, only 94 have obtained 
a credit rating; of  these 94, 39 cities have 
credit ratings that are below investment grade. 
This is a major barrier to securing affordable 
financing on the international market or to is-
sue bonds to fund adaptation projects.

It is pertinent that credit ratings agencies 
such as Moody’s and Standard and Poor, 
which have been evaluating the impact of  
climate change on the sovereign rating of  a 
country, do the same while evaluating the 
credit worthiness of  ULBs and reassess their 
access to cheap credit.

(Nibu Pullamvilavil is an alumnus of  the 
Indian School of  Business and former LAMP 

Fellow, 2015-16.)
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): The more atten-
tion you try to get from other people today, 
Aries, the more people are going to ignore 
your fancy displays and grandiose ideas. 

Take a much more sensitive approach. You’ll be able to 
lead people better when you walk behind them. Earn 
the respect of others by understanding and relating 
to their emotions. Your heart is big and bold, and you 
have a great deal of love to give.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): The more at-
tention you try to get from other people 
today, Aries, the more people are going to 
ignore your fancy displays and grandiose 

ideas. Take a much more sensitive approach. You’ll be 
able to lead people better when you walk behind them. 
Earn the respect of others by understanding and relat-
ing to their emotions. Your heart is big and bold, and 
you have a great deal of love to give.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): You may feel as if 
you’re sinking into an emotional vortex, Gem-
ini. Be careful about assuming that things are 
yours when they aren’t really. It’s important 

that you not accuse someone of being a thief when you 
have no facts to back up this claim. Keeping things in 
balance may be difficult with the great amount of emo-
tional sensitivity in the air at this time.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): Your thinking is 
quite clear, Cancer, and you’ll find that your 
emotions support your mental processes. 
Your psychic nature is also strong, so you 

should trust any hunch you have. The masculine and 
feminine sides of your being are working together har-
moniously to balance out the degree of give versus take 
in your world. The key at the moment is to not take on 

as your own other people’s problems.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): You may need to 
keep your spaceship idle today and perform 
a safety check for your crew, Leo. Make sure 

everyone on board is informed of the destination. It 
could be that you just picked them off the street with-
out really telling them where they’d end up. It’s impor-
tant that you not drag people unwittingly into your 
world. If they voluntarily give the controls to you, how-
ever, that’s a different story.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): Things may not be 
as obvious as they first seem today, Virgo. Don’t 
get started on a project until you understand 
the full scope of what you’re getting into. Oth-

erwise, you may find yourself caught in the middle of an 
emotional drama that leaves you little room for escape. 
Don’t be surprised if your motivation suddenly dissipates 
and you’re left with no incentive to get your work done.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Don’t try to force 
your ideas on anyone, Libra. It’s important to 
maintain neutrality so you can act from a sta-
ble state of mind when someone brings you an 

issue that needs to be dealt with right away. The key is to 
act rather than react to a situation. If you know you’re right 
about something, keep it to yourself. There’s no need to 
rub it in anyone’s face and tell them they’re wrong.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21): Your intui-
tive nature is especially strong, Scorpio. You 
won’t have to think about things because 
you’ll have the ability to just know the an-

swers. If any penetrating detective work needs to be 
done, this would be an excellent time to do it. Your car-
ing, sensitive nature will get you through any door you 
want to walk through today. Keep that smile on your 
face at all times.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21): Any argu-
ment you start today is likely to erupt into a 
brutal emotional battle, Sagittarius, so be-
ware. Try not to tread on anyone else’s turf, 

because you’ll find that he or she is likely to be pos-
sessive and rather belligerent about defending what 
is rightfully theirs. Avoid volcanic eruptions of energy. 
Don’t pick fights where they aren’t needed. You can civ-
illy resolve issues without doing harm to others.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): You may 
find that people are likely to challenge your 
mental process today, Capricorn. Don’t be 
surprised if they seem to argue with your 

ideas left and right. Your heart may be especially ten-
der, and any sort of belligerent dispute could affect you 
deeply. On the other hand, you can use your sensitivity 
to calm a situation that needs to be remedied.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): The key for 
you today is to use your heart more than 
your head, Aquarius. Base your actions on 
your feelings and your inner knowing of 

the situation. Facts may deceive you. It could be that 
you’ve come to rely so much on a linear, logical way of 
thinking that you can’t see any other way. It’s important 
that you see the interconnectedness of many of the dif-
ferent areas in your life.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): Things should 
go especially well for you today, Pisces, so 
don’t worry about a thing. Life doesn’t nec-
essarily get easier as you get older. You just 

learn how to deal with things. You’ll find this to be true 
right now as your incredible sensitivity and wisdom 
are making it possible for you to attain a clearer per-
spective. You realize that things are much better than 
you may have thought.

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

Prashant Reddy T. | thewire.in

Nibu Pullamvilavil | thewire.in

Parliament, Not the SC, Should Decide the Question of Future Spectrum Allocation
The government is fully aware that it has the power to decide future policy on spectrum allocation. Yet 
they are making promises of seeking blessings from the SC because they know very well that they made 

some rather exaggerated arguments during the 2G scandal.

Aside From Battling Climate Change, We’re Not Doing Enough to Adapt to it
Credit rating agencies must evaluate the impact of climate change on urban local bodies and reassess their access to cheap credit.
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Modi rips into Congress for spreading 
‘lies and rumours’ on Dalit, farmer issues

Time machine inventors trying to go 
back to rewrite history — Ansari

While PM spoke at Baghpat, farmer died nearby — Cong.

PNB fraud: ED to seek immediate confiscation 
of Nirav Modi’s assets under fugitive ordinance

Tejashwi mocks Nitish for 
questioning demonetisation benefits

Congress names Chandy as Andhra 
in-charge, Gaurav Gogoi for Bengal 

NGT slaps INR 25,000 fine on 
Delhi govt. for not filing report

Authorities warn of action if buses, 
autos refuse ride to hospital staff 

PTI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi being greeted by Union Minister of State for Human Resources Satya Pal 
Singh during the inauguration of the135km long Eastern Peripheral Expressway (NH-II) connecting Kundli 
to Palwal, at Bagpat, in Uttar Pradesh, on Sunday.

PTI

Former vice-president Hamid Ansari during the book launch of 
‘Jawaharlal Nehru’ an illustrated biography by A Gopanna, in New 
Delhi, on Sunday. 

Nirav Modi

Tejashwi Yadav

Baghpat (UP), May 27 
(PTI): Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi today 
launched a scathing attack 
on Opposition Congress 
for spreading “lies and ru-
mours” on issues ranging 
from dilution of anti-Dalit 
atrocities law to farmer 
issues, saying people who 
are used to worshipping a 
family have started oppos-
ing the country in their zeal 
to oppose Modi.

Speaking at a public 
rally after inaugurating 
the INR 11,000-crore East-
ern Peripheral Express-
way, he said the Congress 
was “openly” spreading 
lies for its narrow political 
gains.

“People used to wor-
shipping one family can-
not worship democracy,” 
he said.

After losing elections, 
they are rattled. “Modi ke 
virodh mein desh ka virodh 
karne lage hai (in opposing 
Modi, they have started 
opposing the country),” 
he said.

At the rally, which came 
a day before by-elections 
in neighbouring Kairana 
Lok Sabha constituency, he 
asked citizens to see who 
are the people on either 
side.

He attacked the Con-
gress for creating a crisis of 
confidence by pointing fin-
gers at the Supreme Court, 
raising doubts on Election 
Commission and EVMs, 
eyeing with suspicion the 
Reserve Bank and its poli-
cies and questioning every 
agency that investigates 
their acts of omissions and 
commissions.

The Opposition, he 
said, negates the valour of 
the Army that conducted 
surgical strikes across the 
border and questions for-
eign dignitaries who praise 
India.

“People have seen how 
they are spreading lies over 
an order of the Supreme 
Court for their narrow po-
litical gains,” Modi said, 
referring to an order of the 
apex court on the verdict 
on SC/ST (Prevention of 
Atrocities) Act.

The verdict has been 
seen, by many, as a dilution 

of the Act and the govern-
ment made special efforts 
to counter such a narrative, 
he said.

Modi said a new lie that 
is being spread is about 
contract farming attract-
ing 18 per cent Goods and 
Service Tax (GST). “I want 
to ask my farmer brothers 
not to pay any heed to such 
rumours.” 

He listed the steps tak-
en by his government for 
Dalits welfare. “We have 
made the law on atrocities 
on Dalits more stringent,” 
he said. “Special courts 

have been constituted for 
fast-track hearing of cases 
of Dalit atrocities.” 

The government has 
constituted a commission 
for sub-categorisation of 
OBCs and promised to give 
reservation to most back-
ward classes in educational 
institutions and govern-
ment jobs in a time-bound 
manner, he said.

They think it is a joke 
when the government 
gives free cooking gas 
(LPG) connections to poor 
women or open bank ac-
counts for poor. 

The Congress today hit out 
at Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi, saying that while 
he spoke of development 
at Baghpat in western Ut-
tar Pradesh, a farmer died 
protesting against the 
non-payment of sugar-

cane dues, not far from the 
venue of the PM’s rally.

The opposition party 
also alleged that the BJP-
led NDA government was 
trying to project develop-
ment and infrastructure 
schemes initiated by the 

previous UPA government 
as its own.

Claiming that the 
prime minister had earlier 
promised that all cane dues 
would be cleared within 14 
days, he said, “Currently, 
dues of over INR 12,000 

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): 
The ED is set to move a 
special court in Mumbai 
to seek permission for “im-
mediate confiscation” of 
about INR 7,000 crore as-
sets of designer diamond 
jeweller Nirav Modi under 
the recently promulgated 
Fugitive Economic Offend-
ers Ordinance.

The agency, empow-
ered by the Union gov-
ernment to enact the 
new power in the coun-
try, will seek an official 
declaration to categorise 
Nirav Modi as a “fugitive” 
based on its prosecu-
tion complaint (charge 
sheet) filed before a spe-
cial court in Mumbai last 
week under the Preven-
tion of Money Launder-
ing Act (PMLA).

On May 24, the ED had 
filed its first charge sheet 
in the over USD 2 billion 
PNB fraud case involving 
diamantaire Nirav Modi 
and his associates stating 
that over INR 6,400 crore 
of bank funds were alleg-
edly laundered abroad to 
dummy companies by him 
and others.

A total of 24 accused 
have been listed in the 
charge sheet, filed under 
section 45 of the PMLA, 
including Nirav Modi, his 
father, brother Neeshal 
Modi, sister Purvi Modi, 
brother-in-law Mayank 
Mehta and the designer 
jewellers’ firms--Ms Solar 
Exports, Stellar Diamonds 

crore are pending.” 
Gohil said according to 

a socio-economic review, 
the findings of which were 
placed by the government 
in Parliament, during the 
erstwhile UPA rule, 18 kms 
of highway were construct-
ed per day.

The Congress leader 
added that the previous 
government had never in-
flated figures by projecting 
one kilometre of construc-
tion in a four-lane highway 
as four kms of construc-
tion. He alleged that the 
current government pro-
jected the construction 
of one km of a four-lane 
highway as four kms.

Referring to the prime 
minister inaugurating the 
first phase of the Eastern 
Peripheral Highway to-
day, Gohil said the project 
was announced by former 
Union finance minister 
P Chidambaram in his 
budget speech and a steer-
ing group was also set up 
by then prime minister 
Manmohan Singh to look 
into the issues of land ac-
quisition.

Gohil also alleged that 
despite claims to the con-
trary, it was the Modi gov-
ernment which had al-
lowed the Supreme Court 
to dilute the provisions of 
the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Atrocities) Act.

He added that the 
prime minister’ event at 
Baghpat should not have 
taken place today as the 
Lok Sabha bypoll in Kai-
rana was scheduled for 
tomorrow and claimed 
that the BJP was trying to 
influence the voters.

N e w  D e l h i ,  M a y  2 7 
(IANS): In a jibe at the 
present regime for trying 
to appropriate historical 
figures for its advantage, 
former Vice President 
Hamid Ansari on Sunday 
said that a “new set of 
inventors” were trying to 
make a time machine in 
order to go back in time 
and change history.

H o w e v e r,  A n s a r i 
stressed, that could not 
be done because efforts 
made to change history 
anywhere in the world 
have not succeeded. 

“Years ago, a book 
called ‘The Time Ma-
chine’ was written by 
H.G. Wells. The idea be-
hind the book was that 
there would be a form 
of technology by which 
you could go back to visit 
what has happened in 
the past. The book was 
a great success,” Ansari 
said in his remarks at the 
release of book “Jawaha-
rlal Nehru: An Illustrated 
Biography” compiled by 
A. Gopanna.

“But today I notice 
another set of inventors 
-- not writers, but inven-
tors -- who are trying to 
create a time machine by 
which you can go back 
in history and rewrite it,” 
Ansari said at an event 
here that was attended by 
former President Pranab 
Mukherjee and former 
Prime Minister Manmo-
han Singh among others. 

“Now, such an effort 
is not going to succeed. 
History is history. You 
can draw lessons from 
it, you can draw inspira-
tion from it or you may 
simple read it. But history 
cannot be changed. And 
the efforts that are being 
made -- perhaps similar 
efforts have been made 
elsewhere also -- they 
have all failed,” he said.

Nehru, the first and 
longest serving Prime 
Minister of India, passed 
away on May 27, 1964. 

I n  h i s  r e m a r k s , 
Mukherjee said that the 
history of modern India 
was closely associated 

with a few personalities 
and Nehru was one of 
them. 

Paying homage to the 
country’s first Prime Min-
ister’s farsightedness and 
his commitment to de-
mocracy, he said: “India 
would have gone in the 
way in which many other 
newly liberated countries 
of Asia, Africa and Latin 
America went, but for his 
(Nehru’s) commitment 
to democracy and also to 
build up the institutions 
which are required to 
support the system. 

“And if you look at it, 
he built all the necessary 
institutions to support 
the democratic structure 
of India. Many a time, it 
appeared that perhaps it 
was all not necessary. But 
with the passage of time, 
we find that each and 
every institution created, 
nurtured and nursed by 
him has provided the 
necessary support to this 
huge democratic struc-
ture o administer one 
billion-plus people.” 

The former President 
also appreciated Nehru’s 
insistence on having and 
tolerating views different 
from “one person, one 
party or one group”. 

The ruling Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP) has 
been critical of the Ne-
hru-Gandhi family and 
its leaders prefer to men-
tion its own ideologues 
like V.D. Savarkar, Deen 
Dayal Upadhyaya and 
Shyama Prasad Mooker-
jee along with Congress 
stalwarts like Mahatma 
Gandhi, Nehru, Vallabhb-
hai Patel and others in the 
context of modern Indian 
history.

and Diamonds R Us.
The court is expected 

to take cognisance of the 
12,000 page charge sheet 
tomorrow and the counsel 
for the agency will subse-
quently seek its permission 
to invoke the provisions of 
the Fugitive Economic Of-
fenders Ordinance against 
Modi and immediately 
begin the procedure to 
confiscate all the assets 
“of and linked to” Modi in 
India and abroad, a senior 
official told PTI.

A court-issued non-
bailable warrant is already 
pending against Modi and 
the ED has also moved the 
Interpol to get a global ar-
rest warrant issued against 
him, sometime back.

The agency will initiate 
the same action against 

absconding liquor baron 
Vijay Mallya, against whom 
the Enforcement Direc-
torate and the CBI had 
filed their respective charge 
sheets last year.

It is expected, the offi-
cial said, that assets worth 
INR 7,000 crore can be 
confiscated in the money 
laundering and the Punjab 
National Bank fraud cor-
ruption case against Nirav 
Modi, under the stringent 
fugitive offenders ordi-
nance.

The central probe 
agency had recently begun 
the work to bring together 
the existing cases of high-
value fugitives and bank 
loan defaulters for getting 
them notified under the 
new legislation. 

As per the existing 

process of law under the 
PMLA, the ED could only 
confiscate the assets once 
the trial in a case finishes 
which usually takes a long 
time of many years.

The ordinance is aimed 
at deterring economic of-
fenders from evading the 
process of law by remain-
ing outside the jurisdiction 
of Indian courts.

The Modi government 
brought the ordinance 
last month as “there have 
been instances of eco-
nomic offenders fleeing 
the jurisdiction of Indian 
courts, anticipating the 
commencement, or during 
the pendency, of criminal 
proceedings,” the govern-
ment said.

The rationale behind 
the law, the government 
had said, was the absence 
of such offenders from In-
dian courts which hampers 
investigation and wastes 
court time and under-
mines the rule of law.

“The existing civil and 
criminal provisions in law 
are not entirely adequate to 
deal with the severity of the 
problem,” it had said.

The Fugitive Economic 
Offenders Bill, 2018 was in-
troduced in the Lok Sabha 
on March 12 but couldnt 
be taken up due to logjam 
in Parliament over different 
issues.

With Parliament be-
ing adjourned sine die, an 
ordinance was proposed.

The Union Cabinet on 

April 21 approved the or-
dinance and the President 
gave his assent to prom-
ulgation of the same a day 
later.

The ordinance makes 
provisions for special 
courts under the Preven-
tion of Money Laundering 
Act, 2002 to declare a per-
son as a fugitive economic 
offender

However, only cases of 
frauds, cheque dishonour 
or loan default of over Rs 
200 crore would come un-
der this ordinance.

The ED would take the 
same action of notifica-
tion under the fugitive of-
fenders ordinance after 
filing a second charge sheet 
against Modi’s uncle and 
jeweller Mehul Choksi and 
his businesses, who are 
also accused in this case.

Nirav Modi, who is 
absconding and has not 
joined the ED probe in the 
case till now, and others 
are being probed under 
various criminal laws after 
the fraud came to light this 
year following a complaint 
by the Punjab National 
Bank that they allegedly 
cheated the nationalised 
bank to the tune of over 
INR 13,000 crore, with the 
purported involvement 
of a few employees of the 
bank.

Both Nirav Modi and 
Choksi are said to have left 
the country before criminal 
cases were lodged against 
them.

Patna, May 27 (IANS): 
RJD leader Tejashwi Ya-
dav on Sunday mocked 
Bihar Chief Minister Nit-
ish Kumar, saying the 
latter had supported de-
monetisation but was 
now questioning it, and 
soon he will describe de-
monetisation as the big-
gest scam of India.

A day after Nitish Ku-
mar questioned the ben-
efits of the much-hyped 
demonetisation move 
to the common people 
and slammed banks that 
allegedly helped the rich 
and powerful to manage 
their cash following the 
central government’s No-
vember 8, 2016 move, Te-
jashwi Yadav, the Leader 
of Opposition in the Bi-
har Assembly, said: “Our 
beloved Nitish Chacha 
took another sharp U-
turn.”

Tejashwi Yadav, the 
former Bihar Deputy 
Chief Minister tweeted: 
“He (Nitish Kumar) sup-
ported demonetisation 
but is now questioning 
it. He is always years be-
hind in understanding 
the issues, difficulties 
and demands of com-
mon people. Don’t be 
surprised if he calls de-
monetisation the biggest 
scam of India.”

Nitish Kumar on Sat-
urday surprised not only 
his ally Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) leaders here 

but his own party leaders 
when he questioned the 
benefits of demonetisa-
tion.

“I was supporter of 
demonetisation... but 
how many people ben-
efited from it? Some pow-
erful people shifted their 
cash from one place to 
another,” the Bihar Chief 
Minister said at a meeting 
with bank officials here.

It is for the first time 
that Nitish Kumar, who 
is also the president of 
the Janata Dal-United 
( JD-U) -- a Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP) ally 
-- has questioned the 
demonetisation move of 
the Narendra Modi-led 
National Democratic Alli-
ance (NDA) government.

After the Chief Minis-
ter expressed his reserva-
tions about the benefits 
of demonetisation, sen-
ior BJP leader and Deputy 
Chief Minister Sushil Ku-
mar Modi, who was also 
present, downplayed his 
statement, saying: “Nit-
ish Kumar has been a 
supporter of demoneti-
sation.

New Delhi/Thiruvanan-
thapuram, May 27 (IANS): 
The Congress on Sunday 
appointed former Kerala 
Chief Minister Oommen 
Chandy as General Secre-
tary in charge of Andhra 
Pradesh, replacing Digvi-
jaya Singh, while Gaurav 
Gogoi is the new in charge 
of West Bengal and Anda-
man and Nicobar.

The changes were made 
by Congress President Ra-
hul Gandhi and have come 
into force with immediate 
effect.

Reacting to his new re-
sponsibility, Chandy said: 
“I was appointed due to 
my vast experience and I 
am confident of bringing 
back Congress to Andhra 
Pradesh.”

A party release, an-
nouncing the change, said 
that the “party appreci-
ates the hard work and 
contribution of Digvijaya 
Singh, who will be step-
ping down from his re-
sponsibility as AICC Gen-
eral Secretary in charge of 
Andhra Pradesh”. 

The former Madhya 
Pradesh Chief Minister, who 
was last year removed as 
General Secretary in charge 
of Telangana, and divested 
of the charge of Goa and 
Karnataka where he was 
replaced by A. Chella Kumar 
and K.C. Venugopal respec-
tively, is expected to play 
a bigger role in the party’s 
preparations for the assem-
bly elections in his home 
state later this year.

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): 
The National Green Tri-
bunal (NGT) has slapped 
INR 25,000 as costs on 
the Delhi government for 
failure to file a report on 
the action taken to pre-
vent blockage of drains 
in the city.

A bench headed by 
Acting NGT Chairperson 
Justice Jawad Rahim di-
rected the AAP govern-
ment to file its response 
within 10 days and de-
posit the fine within a 
week.

The order came on a 
plea filed by city-based 
Rajokari Youth Welfare 
Society seeking a direc-
tion to the Delhi govern-
ment to take action to re-
move blockage of drains 
in the national capital.

The tribunal said de-
spite the petitioner high-
lighting the immediate 
need for appropriate act 
to prevent obstruction 
in drains the respond-
ent Government of NCT, 
Delhi, and the district 
magistrate concerned 
failed to respond.

“Considering the fact 
that Government of NCT, 
Delhi has to explain lot 
about the state of affairs 
which compelled initia-
tion of proceedings in 
this case, we permit filing 
of the statement of Delhi 
government within a pe-
riod of 10 days subject to 
payment of INR. 25,000 
as costs. 

“The costs shall be 
paid within one week and 
only then they shall be 

permitted to file the reply 
in the registry,” it said. 

The tribunal had ear-
lier directed the city gov-
ernment and the civic 
bodies to restore expedi-
tiously all water bodies 
and ensure that these 
remain clean and not 
become waste-dumping 
yards.

The green panel had 
said that water bodies 
surrounding colonies 
should be maintained 
and kept clean so that 
they become a source of 
natural beauty.

It had also approved a 
proposal put forward by 
the Delhi Jal Board to re-
vive Rajokari water body 
in south-west Delhi and 
develop it in an aesthetic 
manner.

Kozhikode, May 27 (PTI): 
The motor vehicles de-
partment here has warned 
bus and autorickshaw 
owners of strict action if 
they decline hospital staff 
a ride fearing Nipah virus.

After Lini Puthuserry, 
a nurse of Perambra taluk 
hospital, died of Nipah 
virus after contracting it 
from some patients being 
treated there, autorick-
shaws and buses were re-
portedly refusing to trans-
port the hospital staff.

Perambra is the epi-
centre of the virus out-
break, which has claimed 
12 lives in the state so far.

Taking a serious view 
of issue, Deputy Transport 
Commissioner Moham-
med Najeeb directed the 

Kohzikode regional trans-
port officer to take steps 
to ensure that patients, 
bystanders and hospital 
staff are not put to any 
inconvenience.

Meanwhile, Perambra 
Taluk Hospital sources 
said now things are slow-
ing improving for them 
and they are not being 
isolated. Infact, autorick-
shaws were plying with 
flex boards stating that 
they were prepared to give 
rides to hospital staff and 
patients round the clock.

After Lini’s death, the 
hospital staff, especially 
nurses, were in a state of 
shock and they had been 
counselled by doctors of 
Kozhikode Medical Col-
lege Hospital, the source 

told PTI.
State Labour Minister 

T P Ramakrishnan, along 
with CPI(M) activists, vis-
ited various homes in Per-
ambra and informed the 
people that there was no 
need to panic, but they 
need to be alert. Pam-
phlets were also distrib-
uted.

A Union Health Min-
istry advisory has said 
that Nipah virus, which 
commonly affects animals 
such as bats, pigs, dogs, 
and horses, can spread to 
humans, causing serious 
illness. Spread of the virus 
to humans may occur after 
close contact with other 
Nipah-infected people, 
infected bats, or infected 
pigs.
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Peshawar, May 27 (PTI): 
Several people have been 
injured in Pakistan in 
clashes between police 
and protesters during a 
demonstration against the 
so-called Gilgit-Baltistan 
order, media reports said 
today.

Pakistan Prime Minis-
ter Shahid Khaqan Abbasi 
has seized more authority 
from the local council to 
deal with the affairs of the 
disputed region through 
the Gilgit-Baltistan Order 
2018 which was passed on 
May 21.

The order is seen as 
Islamabad’s efforts towards 
incorporating the disputed 
region as its fifth province.

Police fired tear gas 
shells and resorted to aerial 
firing in Gilgit yesterday to 
stop protesters approach-
ing towards Gilgit-Baltistan 
Assembly for a scheduled 
sit-in against the newly 
introduced order, The Ex-
press Tribune reported.

Politicians, cutting 
across party lines, held 
protest rallies across Gilgit-
Baltistan demanding con-
stitutional rights for the 
region.

The Gilgit-Baltistan 
government has promul-
gated the Gilgit-Baltistan 
Order-2018, which re-
placed the Gilgit-Baltistan 
Empowerment and Self-
Governance Order of 2009.

However, the new or-
der has failed to impress 
local politicians who an-
nounced region-wide pro-
tests.

We will continue our 

sit-in outside the assem-
bly till this package is re-
voked and we are given 
constitutional rights, said 
Awami Action Committee 
(AAC) Chairman Sultan 
Raees.

Civil rights groups in 
Pakistan have also criti-
cised the order.

In New Delhi, Pakistan’s 
Deputy High Commis-
sioner Syed Haider Shah 
was summoned over Is-
lamabad’s so-called Gilgit-
Baltistan order.

He was told by India 
that any action to alter the 
status of any part of the ter-
ritory under his country’s 
forcible occupation has no 
legal basis.

In a statement, the 
Ministry of External Af-

fairs said it conveyed to 
Shah that the entire state 
of Jammu and Kashmir, 
which also includes the 
so-called ‘Gilgit-Baltistan’ 
areas, is an integral part of 
India by virtue of its acces-
sion in 1947.

Pakistan has bifurcated 
occupied Kashmir into two 
administrative parts - Gilg-
it-Baltistan and Pakistan-
occupied Kashmir (PoK).

Gilgit-Baltistan was 
treated as a separate geo-
graphical entity by Pakistan 
untill now.

Balochistan, Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and 
Sindh are the four prov-
inces of Pakistan.

A Cabinet meeting, 
chaired by Prime Minister 
Abbasi on Tuesday, was in-

formed that Gilgit-Baltistan 
Council will be retained as 
advisory body towards the 
functions of the Federal 
Government.

China’s controversial 
USD 50 billion China-Pa-
kistan Economic Corridor 
(CPEC) passes through the 
disputed region.

It is believed that Chi-
na’s concerns about the 
unsettled status of Gilgit-
Baltistan prompted Paki-
stan to change its status. 

Dawn reported that un-
der the new order, all pow-
ers exercised by the Gilgit 
Baltistan council, including 
passing legislation regard-
ing mineral, hydropower 
and tourism sectors, have 
been shifted to the Gilgit-
Baltistan Assembly.

Beirut, May 27 (PTI/AFP): At least 26 
Syrian regime forces and nine Rus-
sian fighters were killed in an Islamic 
State group attack earlier this week 
in Syria’s eastern desert, a monitor 
said today.

The Syrian Observatory for Hu-
man Rights said the jihadists had 
targeted a group of Syrian and allied 
Russian fighters near the town of 
Mayadeen in Deir Ezzor province on 
Wednesday.

“There were 35 pro-government 
forces killed, including at least nine 
Russians. Some of those Russian 

nationals were government troops, 
but not all of them,” said Observatory 
head Rami Abdel Rahman.

The remaining 26 were all Syrian 
forces, he told AFP.

The Russian military is back-
ing Syria’s army with air strikes and 
troops, but there are also widespread 
reports of private Russian mercenar-
ies on the ground.

The defence ministry in Moscow 
said Sunday four Russian servicemen 
had been killed 

in clashes with militants in Deir 
Ezzor.

It did not give a date or precise 
location, but the Observatory said it 
was the same incident as the IS attack 
near Mayadeen.

Two of the servicemen were “mili-
tary advisors commanding the Syrian 
artillery” and were killed on the spot, 
the defence ministry said.

It said two more Russian soldiers 
died later in a Russian military hospi-
tal following the fighting. Three other 
troops were wounded. 

The ministry said the fighting 
lasted around an hour and left 43 
militants dead.

Dhaka, May 27 (IANS): The number of 
people killed in an anti-drug operation in 
Bangladesh has climbed to 77 in less than 
two weeks, after the death of another nine 
suspected drug-traffickers in the last few 
hours, officials said on Sunday.

A suspected trafficker, who the police 
believed to be a supplier of the drug yaba, 
was killed in a gunfight with the Rapid Ac-
tion Battalion in Cox’s Bazar district, RAB 
commander of the area, Ruhul Amin, told 
Efe news.

“Last night (Saturday) while patrolling 
on marine drive our team spied some rid-
ers on a motorbike carrying yaba in the 
Noakhali para area. When they challenged 
them, there was an exchange of fire,” he 
said.

The remaining eight deaths occurred 
in gunfights with the police in the districts 
of Mymensingh, Bagerhat, Noakhali, 
Chandpur, Chittagong, Kushtia, Thakur-
gaon and Khulna.

According to the RAB, 3,300 people 
have been arrested during the campaign 
that was launched beginning of May, and 
2,795 drug dealers and users have been 
handed fines or jail terms in trials in mo-
bile courts.

On May 3, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasi-
na had launched the anti-drug campaign 
that human rights activists have compared 
to the aggressive drug war launched by 
Philippines president Rodrigo Duterte in 
that country.

Human rights activists in Bangladesh 
have called the anti-drug campaign illegal.

Bangladeshi security forces, particular-
ly the RAB, have been repeatedly accused 
by local and international human rights 
groups of carrying out extra-judicial kill-
ings in alleged encounters with criminals 
and terrorists. 

According to the non-profit Odhikar, 
3,060 people were killed by the security 
forces between 2001 and April 30, 2018, 
with 73 of the killings taking place in the 
first four months of this year.

Cox’s Bazar, May 27 (PTI/AFP): 
Marooned on a dusty slope in the 
world’s largest refugee camp, Osiur 
Rahman looked to the hill where a 
Rohingya girl was buried in a land-
slide just days earlier and contem-
plated his chances should the earth 
give way beneath his feet. 

“Our families would be killed. 
There are children everywhere 
around here. We constantly fear that 
rain could trigger a landslide,” the 
53-year-old told AFP on the steep 
embankment where he lives with 
nine family members in a bamboo 
shack.

For the 700,000 Rohingya Mus-
lims who have fled to southeast 
Bangladesh in the past nine months, 
the approaching monsoon season 
poses the most serious threat since 
they were violently expelled from 
Myanmar.

Close to one million of the state-
less Muslim minority live in the 
Cox’s Bazar district but the new 
arrivals, stranded on unstable hills 
in bamboo and plastic shacks, are 
especially vulnerable.

A massive operation to shore 

up the camps against disaster is in 
overdrive, with bulldozers levelling 
hills and refugees bunkering down 
however they can.

But as the rains approach, the 
young girl’s death this month in a 
torrent of mud and rock has height-
ened fears of a much greater tragedy.

There is a dearth of safe land 
to relocate the estimated 200,000 
refugees in direct danger of floods 
and landslides, and just 21,000 have 
been moved so far.

“We could literally have lives 
lost as people slide down hillsides 
and valleys are flooded with water,” 
Kevin J. Allen, head of the UNHCR 
refugee agency’s operations in Cox’s 
Bazar, told AFP.

“They could face yet again an-
other emergency, this time driven 
by mother nature.” The camps’ 
makeshift homes are predicted to 
receive more than 2.5 metres of 
rainfall over three months starting 
June -- roughly triple what Britain 
gets in a year.

Cox’s Bazar has been battered 
by cyclones for three years running, 
having already suffered astonishing 

devastation in the past.
Cyclones have killed tens of 

thousands along the Bangladesh 
coast in recent decades and count-
less more have been swept to their 
deaths in floods and landslides.

This time, nature is on a colli-
sion course with refugees who have 
nowhere to run -- no higher ground 
and no cyclone shelters.

The first storms underscored 
the fragility of the camps: the brief 
rains turned roads into quagmires, 
crumbled hillsides and flooded low-
lying areas.

The huge endeavour to prevent 
disaster has seen slopes vulnerable 
to collapse flattened and extensive 
canal systems carved throughout 
the camps.

Toilets are being fortified with 
sandbags to prevent a major disease 
outbreak should floodwater meet 
overflowing latrines.

But there are limits to how much 
can be done.

Bangladesh has restricted the 
use of sturdier materials for shel-
ters because it may suggest the 
Rohingya plan to stay, contrary to 

Dhaka’s desire to return them to 
Myanmar.

The roof was blown clean off 
Noor Mohammad’s shack in a re-
cent squall. He had gathered chunks 
of wood and rocks to weigh it down 
but was “scared of what could pass” 
when Bangladesh’s wild weather 
barrels through.

The Rohingya are no strangers to 
the monsoon, he said. But in Myan-
mar, villages were built to withstand 
its ferocity and trees provided a bul-
wark against the elements.

“Here, there is nothing to stop 
the wind,” he said, gesturing to the 
deforested hills stretching for miles.

Bangladesh has freed up hun-
dreds of hectares (acres) but most 
is hilly and was prone to landslides 
even before the Rohingya uprooted 
trees for shelters and firewood.

Mosques and community cen-
tres could shelter 150,000 people if 
needed, said Kazi Abdur Rahman, 
acting district administrator of Cox’s 
Bazar.

“But if there is a big cyclone, and 
all these people need relocating, 
there is not a system for that yet. It 

is not possible to shift one million 
people,” he told AFP.

The Rohingya, who have fled 
persecution time and again, fear 
being on the run once more.

“Everybody is afraid, wondering 
where we’ll go if our houses are de-
stroyed,” Rohingya imam Muham-
mad Yusuf told AFP.

Aid groups say a cyclone or 
devastating storm could cut access 
to the camps for a week -- restrict-
ing food and supplies to a tent city 
with a population greater than San 
Francisco.

The World Food Programme’s 
emergency coordinator Peter Guest 
said thousands of porters were be-
ing assembled to carry food on foot 
if access roads were cut.

Those left homeless or starving 
will have nowhere to run anyway: 
the Rohingya are encircled by mili-
tary checkpoints and prohibited 
from leaving.

“What else can we do? If Allah 
does not protect us, we will die,” 
said 60-year-old refugee Dil Mo-
hammad. 

Hong Kong, May 27 (PTI/
AFP): Hundreds marched 
through Hong Kong today 
ahead of the 29th anniver-
sary of China’s crackdown 
on democracy protesters in 
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.

Semi-autonomous Hong 
Kong is the only place on 
Chinese soil where the an-
niversary is openly marked 
with a famous vigil in Victoria 
Park on June 4 each year. The 
march is an annual precursor 
to the main event.

Organised by a group of 
veteran democracy activ-
ists, protesters demanded 
justice for the victims of the 

crackdown and also urged 
the Chinese government to 
release Liu Xia, widow of No-
bel Peace Prize laureate Liu 
Xiaobo, who continues to be 
under house arrest since her 
husband’s death in custody 
last year.

Protesters shouted “Ac-
countability for the massacre! 
End one-party dictatorship,” 
and held banners reading: 
“Mourn June 4, Resist Author-
itarianism” as they walked 
from the business district of 
Wan Chai to Beijing’s liaison 
office in the city.

The disqualification of 
pro-democracy lawmakers 

from parliament and the ban-
ning of some activists from 
standing for office has height-
ened concern that Hong 
Kong’s cherished freedoms 
are being steadily eroded by 
Beijing.

Pro-Beijing figures have 
said recently that calling for 
an end to one-party dictator-
ship is “illegal” and that any-
one who does so could run 
the risk of being disqualified 
from running for election.

“This is our freedom, our 
right, and also our belief. We 
do not hesitate to continue 
saying our slogan. We be-
lieve that only by ending the 

one-party dictatorship can 
we build democratic China,” 
said Albert Ho, chairman of 
Hong Kong Alliance in Sup-
port of Patriotic Democratic 
Movements of China, which 
organised the march.

Ho said that around 1,100 
people attended the protest.

Residents said they were 
marching to ensure the 
bloody crackdown was not 
forgotten.

“If nobody talks about it, 
the next generation will never 
know about this history,” said 
a woman who gave her name 
as Mrs Ho, and attended the 
protest with her son.

“China’s Communist Par-
ty will not listen to citizens 
and people’s voices. Although 
I was not born at that time, I 
heard my parents talk about 
it and I knew Hong Kong 
people went on the streets... 
to fight for their democracy 
and rights,” added another 
protester who gave his name 
as Kelvin.

However, the turnout fig-
ures for the march and vigil 
have dropped in recent years 
as many young Hong Kongers 
are frustrated by the lack of 
progress on political reform 
in the city.

They disagree with the 

vigil’s main message of de-
mocratisation in China, say-
ing the focus should be on 
Hong Kong, not the main-
land. Student unions will not 
attend the longstanding vigil 
in Victoria Park this year and 
have boycotted it for the past 
three years.

Hundreds -- by some esti-
mates more than a thousand 
-- died after the Commu-
nist Party sent tanks to crush 
demonstrations in the square 
in the heart of Beijing on 
June 4 1989, where student-
led protesters had staged a 
peaceful seven-week sit-in to 
demand democratic reforms.

Washington, May 27 
(IANS): US President Don-
ald Trump welcomed Josh 
Holt, an American who 
had been held as a prisoner 
in Venezuela since 2016, 
upon his arrival here after 
being released, the media 
reported.

“You’ve gone through a 
lot, more than most people 
could endure,” the Presi-
dent said to Holt as the two 
were seated side-by-side in 
the Oval Office late Satur-
day night.

“I’m just overwhelmed 
with gratitude for you guys 
for everything that you’ve 
done,” Holt said in re-
sponse, adding that it had 
been a “very, very difficult 
two years”, reports CNN.

Holt, a Utah native, ar-
rived at the White House 
with his wife, Thamy, who 
had also been imprisoned, 
shortly after flying back 
from Venezuela earlier on 
Saturday. 

After the flight land-
ed, Senator Orrin Hatch 
of Utah, who said earlier 
in the day that his office 
helped secure Holt’s re-
lease, posted a video to 
Twitter showing Holt reu-
niting with his family.

In his remarks from 
the White House, Trump 

also took the opportunity 
to highlight the release of 
other Americans held pris-
oner abroad, including 
the recent release of three 
Americans who had been 
detained by North Korea.

“You were a tough one, 
I have to tell you, that was a 
tough situation,” the Presi-
dent said to Holt, adding 
that he is “very proud” of 
the administration’s overall 
track record.

Holt travelled to Ven-
ezuela in June 2016 to mar-

ry Venezuelan Thamara 
Caleno, reports CNN. 

He was arrested shortly 
afterward and accused 
by the Venezuelan gov-
ernment of stockpiling 
weapons and attempting 
to destabilise the govern-
ment, according to The 
Washington Post. 

Holt was held for nearly 
two years without standing 
trial.

Holt and his wife were 
freed overnight and re-
leased to the US Embassy 

in Caracas, according to 
Foro Penal, a human rights 
organization of lawyers 
and others who assist polit-
ical prisoners in Venezuela. 

The couple was joined 
by Senator Bob Corker of 
Tennessee as they flew 
back to the US on Saturday 
afternoon.  Holt’s release 
comes more than a week 
after he posted videos to 
Facebook during a prison 
riot, pleading for help from 
Americans and the US gov-
ernment.

Seoul, May 27 (IANS): North Korean 
leader Kim Jong-un has reaffirmed 
his willingness to denuclearize the 
Korean Peninsula and hold a summit 
with US President Donald Trump, 
South Korean President Moon Jae-in 
said on Sunday.

“Chairman Kim Jong-un has 
once again clearly expressed his 
commitment to the complete denu-
clearization of the Korean Peninsula 
following his pledge in the Panmun-
jom Declaration and expressed his 
willingness to end the history of war 
and confrontation through the suc-
cess of the North Korea-US summit,” 
Moon said of his latest summit with 
the North Korean leader held on 
Saturday.

“We both agreed the June 12 
North Korea-US summit must be 
successfully held,” Yonhap News 
Agency quoted Moon as saying here.

Saturday’s inter-Korean summit 
was held on the North Korean side of 
Panmunjom, a border village that sits 
directly on the Military Demarcation 
Line that divides the two Koreas.

The first Moon-Kim summit was 

held on the South Korean side of Pan-
munjom on April 27.

Trump on Thursday called off 
his scheduled summit with Kim, 
citing the North’s tremendous anger 
and open hostility, only to suggest 
later the meeting would go ahead as 
planned.

“While explaining the outcome 
of my summit with U.S. President 
Trump held last week, I relayed the 
message that President Trump is 
firmly willing to end his country’s 
hostile relationship with North 
Korea and enhance economic co-
operation should Chairman Kim 
make a decision on complete de-
nuclearization and implements it,” 
Moon said.

He said his surprise meeting with 
Kim came at a suggestion from the 
North Korean leader, who on Friday 
expressed hope to meet for candid 
dialogue.

“Also, as both Chairman Kim and 
President Trump sincerely wish for 
the success of the North-US summit, 
I stressed the need for the two sides 
to remove any misunderstanding 

through direct communication and 
to hold enough dialogue on agenda 
issues that need to be addressed at 
their summit,” President Moon said, 
adding, “Chairman Kim also agreed”.

Moon noted his meeting with the 
North Korean leader may help revive 
the Trump-Kim summit but said the 
fate of the historic summit will largely 
depend on direct dialogue between 
the two countries, reports Yonhap 
News Agency.

“All the efforts I am making now 
are aimed at improving the South-
North Korea relationship on one 
hand, but on the other hand, they 
are also aimed at holding the North 
Korea-US summit that is absolutely 
needed to improve the South-North 
ties.

“I believe whether the June 12 
North Korea-US summit will be dis-
rupted or succeed depends on how 
successfully (the North and the US) 
complete their working-level nego-
tiations,” he said. 

Meanwhile, Trump said late Sat-
urday that the June 12 summit was 
still a possibility.

Protest in Pakistan over 
so-called Gilgit-Baltistan order

26 Syria regime, nine Russia fighters 
killed in IS attack — monitor

Toll in Bangladesh 
anti-drug campaign 
reaches 77

“Our families would be killed’’ : Rohingya brace for monsoon

Hundreds march in Hong Kong to mark Tiananmen crackdown

Kim Jong-un reaffirms denuclearization 
pledge, willingness to meet Trump

Trump welcomes American prisoner freed by Venezuela 

AP/PTI

 Police officers beat a supporter of the hard-line religious party, Jamiat Ulema Islam, protesting against a bill 
to merge the tribal region along the Afghan border with its territory, at the main entrance of the provincial 
assembly in Peshawar, Pakistan, Sunday, May 27, 2018. 

AP/PTI

President Donald Trump shakes hands with Joshua Holt, who was recently released from a prison in Ven-
ezuela, in the Oval Office of the White House, Saturday, May 26, 2018, in Washington.
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Blake Lively drove husband to hospital during childbirth
Actor Ryan Reynolds says actress and wife Blake Lively once drove him to the 
hospital when she was giving birth to their child. He really wants the inside 
scoop on Lively’s upcoming thriller “A Simple Favor”. The “Deadpool 2” star 
took to Twitter on Saturday to ask his wife for spoilers, spilling some secrets on 
the couple’s five-year marriage in the process, reports etonline.com. Reynolds 
retweeted Lively’s post, which featured a new teaser trailer for the film in which 
Lively plays Emily Nelson, a mysterious, wealthy woman. “You can tell me. We 
are married,” the actor wrote. “You once drove me to the hospital when you were 
giving birth. So... what the f**k happened to Emily?” The couple are parents to 
two daughters -- four-year-old James and one-year-old Inez. (IANS)

Famous Ao love story finds stage 
at Northeast theatre festival

Craig to bag 50 mn pounds 
for James Bond film

Alicia Silverstone files 
for divorce from husband

Drake unveils ‘I’m upset’

I’m not a natural actor — Aamir Khan

TickeT raTes
Silver Rs. 80, Gold Rs. 150

Platinum Rs. 320

2.30 pm, 5.30 pm: Deadpool 2 (Eng)

10 am, 3 pm, 8 pm: Parmanu (Hindi)

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

H
ill Theatre 
with its 
play “Jina 
& Etiben” 
directed by 

Bendang Walling will be 
performed live at Ranchi, 
Rourkela and Durgapur 
during the ongoing North 
East Theatre festival or-
ganised and sponsored by 
National School of Drama, 
New Delhi.

A press release received 
on May 28 mentioned 
that among the hundreds 
of plays from Northeast 
states, “Jina & Etiben” from 
Nagaland was selected for 
the festival.

Anticipation has rose 
up from the artistic people 
of Jharkhand, Odisha and 
West Bengal as this will be 
the first time for the three 
states to witness a play 
from Nagaland, the release 
added.

EMN

A
ctor Daniel Craig will report-
edly earn 50 million pounds 
for his role in the next James 
Bond film.

He had reportedly got 37 
million pounds for the 2015 Bond film 
“Spectre”.

Craig’s new deal will be thanks to an 
 executive producer credit, endorsements 
and profits, as well as his wages, reports 
mirror.co.uk.

The film is likely to run for around 
two hours and 20 minutes, which would 
mean the 50-year-old  banking 357,000 
pounds per  minute of screen time.

He will start five months 
of filming in December, 
ahead of a planned re-
lease in  autumn next 
year.

He previously 
stated that he would 
rather “slash his 
wrists” than return 
to the role, but 
later said that 
he made the re-
marks two days 
after he finished 
shooting “Spectre” 
and was exhausted.

Oscar-winner 
Danny Boyle will 
earn about  seven million 
pounds for directing the 
as-yet-untitled film.

A film source said: 
“Daniel is raring to go out 
with a bang alongside 
Danny. They 
have 

been talking already about their visions 
and the practicalities once the cameras 
start rolling in December at Pinewood.

“Daniel is worth every penny given 
that ‘Spectre’ made over 700 million 
pounds and ‘Skyfall’ over 900 million 
pounds before they sold DVD, streaming 
and TV rights.”

Craig’s earnings far  exceed his pred-
ecessors’ with Sean Connery making 
seven million pounds for six official Bond 
movies.

George Lazenby netted 72,000 
pounds for one outing. Roger Moore 

took home 17 million pounds for his 
seven films as the spy.

Timothy Dalton made 
four million pounds from 

two films before Pierce 
Brosnan’s success 
in four adventures 
earned him 13 mil-
lion pounds.

EON’s Michael G 
Wilson and Bar-

bara Broccoli, 
the franchise’s 
longtime produc-
ers, had said: “We 

are delighted to 
announce that the 

exceptionally tal-
ented Danny Boyle will 

be directing Daniel 
Craig in his fifth 

outing as James 
Bond.”

IANS

A
ctress Alicia 
Silverstone 
has filed for 
divorce from 
her husband 

of 20 years Christopher 
Jarecki three months after 
announcing their split.

The actress filed the 
documents in court on 
Friday, according to The 
Blast.

“They still deeply love 
and respect each other 
and remain very close 
friends but have mutu-
ally decided to separate 
after being together for 
20 years. They have a son 
together who they will 
continue to co-parent,” 
Silverstone’s representa-

tive said in a statement 
to people.com 

when they 

announced their split in 
February.

The “Clueless” 
actress, 41, and the 
musician have one child 
together, 6-year-old son, 
Bear Blu.

The two had been 
married since June 2005, 
when they tied the knot in 
a private lakeside ceremo-
ny in Lake Tahoe.

During the cou-
ple’s intimate wedding, 
Silverstone and Jarecki 
exchanged vows while 
barefoot on the beach 
— and at midnight, the 
couple’s friends and 
family gathered around 
a campfire to celebrate 
the happy day by singing 
Beatles songs and eating 
vegan hamburgers.

IANS

R
apper Drake has 
released a new single 
titled “I’m upset”.

The release on 
Saturday night fol-

lows the single “Nice for what”, 
as well as the rapper Pusha T 
diss track “Duppy freestyle”, 
which he dropped on Friday 
night, reports billboard.com.

Drake announced “I’m 
upset” as his new single via 
social media, sharing artwork on 
Instagram. 

“Anyways...back to this 
album...new single out now!” he 
wrote.

The song will be part of his 
new album, “Scorpion”, out in 
June. 

Meanwhile, Drake has sent 
an invoice for $100,000 to Pusha 
T for resuscitating his career, 
reports tmz.com.

The war between the two 
rappers was triggered by Pusha’s 
album with Kanye West, where 
he shaded Drake for using a 
ghostwriter.

Pusha had also posted a no-
tice to Drake on Twitter to send 
him an invoice for the added 
publicity and Drake followed 
through.

In Pusha’s new song, “Infra-

red”, he raps, “Your hooks did 
it/ The lyrics pennin’ equals to 
Trump’s winnin’/ The bigger 
question is how the Russians did 
it/ It was written like Nas but it 
came from Quentin”. Quentin 
famously wrote lyrics for Drake.

After Pusha dropped the 
song, Drake quickly released a 
diss track.

IANS

A
amir Khan 
believes he is 
not a natural 
actor

and unlike 
others has to work his way 
through a performance to 
reach the perfect pitch.

The actor says he has 
a sense of what a good 
performance entails but 
it takes him a while to 
embody the character.

“When I see actors 
like Naseer (Nasserud-
din Shah), Om Puri ji, 
Raghubir Yadav, Dilip 
Kumar sahab, Amitabh 
Bachchan ji and Zaira 
Wasim, I feel they are a 
powerhouse. When they 
give their shot, there is so 
much belief in them and 
it comes out very natu-
rally and effortlessly.

“I don’t feel that I have 
that gift. I feel I have to 
work myself up to that 
level, it will take a bit of ef-
fort to reach to that level,” 
Aamir said in a group 
interview. 

The actor, who has 
completed 30 years in 
the film industry, says he 
fights through his doubts 
and does not mind going 
through multiple rehears-
als if it can better the 
performance.

Citing the example of 
“Dangal”, Aamir said it 
took Wasim just a week 
to pick up the Haryanavi 
accent, whereas he strug-
gled for four months to 
learn it.

“I am not a natural 
(actor). When I start my 
first reading I feel I am 
very bad, like when the 
reading of ‘Lagaan’ was 
happening I was like 
director Ashutosh Gowa-
riker shouldn’t drop me as 
other actors like Raghubir 
ji are doing good. My first 
reading is always pathetic 
and I start working on it.” 

But the 53-year-old 
star believes his biggest 
strength lies in the fact 
that he is “not scared to 
fail”.

“I don’t mind doing 
bad rehearsals again and 
again to finally discover 
where I am supposed to 
pitch. I have a good sense 
of performance. Everyone 
is not a born actor but in 
my case I can sense what 
a good performance is 
and I work my way there.” 

Aamir explained his 
process of acting, saying 
the performance be-
comes richer when it is 
“layered”.

“Often how we behave 
is not how we are feel-
ing. In a performance, if 
I show I am hurt so that 
will be a superficial level 
of performance, the other 
way is ‘I am hurt but I 

Birthday 
Greetings

Hi Master Medozhalie 
Kire

Happy birthday 
to Master Medozhalie 
Kire

May God grant u a 
long life as u grow up.

Many happy birth-
day wishes from KTP 
members.

Ur Daddy(Akebu) 
to give U a Good birth-
day gift.    

From KTP(Kebulie 
Tsimo Party)  

Ilomi, HOKA’S nilli 
Achumi,

“On this day, a 
wonderful & lovely baby 
girl was born on this 
earth without knowing 
anything, but now the 
said baby girl has turned 
to a beautiful lady who 
deserves love from 
everyone. Ilokiu you are 
a really priceless gift for 
me and I’m lucky for 
that God bless you and 
your parents. Happy 
Birthday my love.”

~From, Alhokuthu 
lo Okimiye Chekeu 

Olomi.

Greetings,

don’t show it and you are 
realise it.

“Acting is like layers... 
I feel my strength lies in 
my ability to understand 
that this character is going 
through a phase and how 
many layers I need to add 
to make it look good.” 

The actor says he 
would not call himself a 
method actor as he has 
not studied acting.

“I have my own 
method, my own way to 
finally arrive at what I am 
now.” 

Besides acting, a lot 
of young actors today 
focus on taking dance and 
action classes before en-
tering in the movies and 
Aamir says these skills are 
important to enhance the 
overall performance.

“All this is very much 
part of getting ready to be 
an actor. Perhaps learning 
dancing, singing, fight or 
horse riding or anything 
is just a skill which if you 
have acquired in your 
training, it will come in 
good help.” 

He says he needs time 
to rehearse, especially 
learn his lines beforehand.

“Sanjay Dutt has 
photographic memory. 
You give him three pages, 
and he will look at them 
and keep the paper and 
will be ready. I don’t have 
photographic memory, I 
take time.

“I do rehearsals for 
three to four months 
before a film (shoot). I 
rehearse with the director, 
then I do rehearsals alone. 
That’s when I memorise 
my lines so that when I 
am on the set, I’ll be ready. 
It should be your lines and 
not the writer’s line. I write 
lines as well.” 

After working for 30 
years, Aamir says it feels 
like yesterday he entered 
the industry. 

“... When I look back, 
(I think) good quality 
performances ended up 
building a goodwill for me 
overtime. When you are 
consistent, only then you 
are able to build faith. 

“I cannot claim I tried 
to do that but I did try to 
satisfy myself as a creative 
person and that ending up 
in building trust between 
me and my audience.

PTI
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File photo of Alan Bean presenting a piece of moon rock at the 
Gasometer Oberhausen in March 2010.

wikipedia

NASA Photographer Bill Ingalls’s camera after it was caught in brushfire caused by the launch of the 
NASA/German GRACE-FO satellites from Vandenberg Air Force Base on May 22. (Photo: NASA/Bill Ingalls)

Apollo 12 astronaut 
Alan Bean dead at 86

Scientists identify new magnetic element

Microsoft building tool to spot bias in AI algorithms

Mars rocks from lake beds 
may reveal signs of past life

US begins testing Ebola treatment in early-stage trial First tree-dwelling birds went 
extinct with dinosaurs — study

Grass fire to blame for that melted NASA camera

Washington, May 27 
(IANS): Alan Bean, a NASA 
astronaut who journeyed 
into space two times and, 
as part of the Apollo 12 
mission in 1969, became 
the fourth man to walk on 
the moon, died at the age 
of 86 at a hospital in Hous-
ton, the US space agency 
announced.

NASA announced his 
death on Saturday night 
noting that he had fallen ill 
during two weeks of travel, 
reports The Washington 
Post.

Bean was born on 
March 15, 1932, in Wheel-
er, Tex., and completed 
high school in Fort Worth. 

He was a Navy test pi-
lot first and later joined 
NASA’s astronaut corps in 
1963. 

He made his first voy-
age into space on Novem-
ber 14, 1969, four months 
after the historic first land-
ing on the moon of Apollo 
11, commanded by Neil 
Armstrong.

The three astronauts 
aboard Apollo 12 were 
Charles “Pete” Conrad Jr., 
the mission commander, 
Richard F. Gordon Jr., the 

command module pilot, 
and Bean, whose duty was 
as lunar module pilot.

After more than four 
days of flying through 
space, Conrad and Bean 

settled onto the lunar 
surface on November 19, 
landing in a broad plain 
called the Ocean of Storms. 

Four years later, Bean 
returned to space as com-
mander of the second mis-
sion to the Skylab orbiting 
space station. He and two 
astronauts, Jack Lousma 
and Owen Garriott, stayed 
aloft for 59 days, conduct-
ing a variety of biological 
experiments to test the 
body’s ability to endure the 
physical and psychologi-
cal demands of prolonged 
space flight.

In the late 1970s, Bean 
became chief of the astro-
naut training programme, 
preparing for the first 
shuttle mission, which 
was launched in 1981, The 
Washington Post reported.

He soon retired from 
NASA and devoted himself 
to painting, a longtime 
hobby that had become an 
overriding passion.

His paintings have 
been exhibited at the 
Smithsonian National Air 
and Space Museum in 
Washington and have sold 
to collectors for well in 
excess of $100,000.

New York, May 27 (IANS): Scientists 
have demonstrated that the chemi-
cal element ruthenium (Ru) is the 
fourth single element to have unique 
magnetic properties at room tem-
perature.

The researchers believe that the 
discovery, detailed in the journal 
Nature Communications, could be 
used to improve sensors, devices 
in the computer memory and logic 
industry, or other devices using mag-
netic materials.

“Magnetism is always amazing. 
It proves itself again. We are excited 
and grateful to be the first group to 
experimentally demonstrate and add 
the fourth ferromagnetic element at 
room temperature to the periodic 

table,” said Jian-Ping Wang, Profes-
sor at University of Minnesota in the 
US and the corresponding author for 
the paper.

The use of ferromagnetism, or 
the basic mechanism by which cer-
tain materials (such as iron) form 
permanent magnets or are attracted 
to magnets, reaches back as far as 
ancient times when lodestone was 
used for navigation.

Since then only three elements 
on the periodic table have been 
found to be ferromagnetic at room 
temperature — iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), 
and nickel (Ni). The rare earth ele-
ment gadolinium (Gd) nearly misses 
by only 8 degrees Celsius.

Magnetic materials are very im-

portant in industry and modern 
technology and have been used for 
fundamental studies and in many 
everyday applications such as sen-
sors, electric motors, generators, 
hard disk media, and most recently 
spintronic memories.

By using ultra-thin films to force 
the ferromagnetic phase, this new 
study demonstrated that Ru can be 
the fourth single element ferromag-
netic material.

“It took us about two years to 
find a right way to grow this material 
and validate it. This work will trig-
ger magnetic research community 
to look into fundamental aspects of 
magnetism for many well-known 
elements,” Wang added.

San Francisco, May 26 (IANS): After 
Facebook announced its own tool 
to detect bias in an algorithm earlier 
this month, a new report suggests 
that Microsoft is also building a tool 
to automate the identification of 
bias in a range of 
different Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) 
algorithms.

The Micro-
soft tool has the 
potential to help 
businesses make 
use of AI without inadvertently dis-
criminating against certain groups 
of people, MIT Technology Review 
reported on Friday. 

Although Microsoft’s new tool 
may not eliminate the problem of 
bias that may creep into Machine-
Learning models altogether, it will 
help AI researchers catch more in-
stances of unfairness, Rich Caruna, a 

senior researcher at Microsoft who is 
working on the bias-detection dash-
board, was quoted as saying. 

“Of course, we can’t expect per-

fection -- there’s always going to be 
some bias undetected or that can’t be 
eliminated -- the goal is to do as well 
as we can,” he said.

The issue of bias will become 
crucial as more customers make use 

of these algorithms to 
take important deci-
sions.

At its annual de-
veloper conference on 
May 2, Facebook an-
nounced its own bias-
catching tool, called 

Fairness Flow, as the social network 
has found that the number of people 
using AI to make important deci-
sions is increasing at the company.

London, May 26 (IANS): 
Iron-rich rocks — which 
formed in lake beds — are 
the best place to seek fos-
sil evidence of life on Mars 
from billions of years ago, 
researchers say.

It is believed that Mars 
supported primitive life 
forms around four billion 
years ago and the new 
study could aid the search 
for traces of tiny creatures 
— known as microbes - on 
the Red Planet. 

“There are many inter-
esting rock and mineral 
outcrops on Mars where 
we would like to search for 
fossils, but since we can’t 
send rovers to all of them 
we have tried to prioritise 
the most promising de-
posits based on the best 
available information,” 
said Sean McMahon from 
University of Edinburgh in 
Britain. 

The study, published in 
the Journal of Geophysical 
Research, said that sedi-

mentary rocks made of 
compacted mud or clay 
are the most likely to con-
tain fossils. 

These rocks are rich in 
iron and a mineral called 
silica, which helps pre-
serve fossils.

They formed during 
the Noachian and Hes-
perian Periods of Mar-
tian history between three 
and four billion years ago. 
At that time, the planet’s 
surface was abundant in 
water, which could have 
supported life.

The rocks are much 
better preserved than 
those of the same age on 
Earth, the researchers said.

This is because Mars 
is not subject to plate tec-
tonics — the movement of 
huge rocky slabs that form 
the crust of some planets 
— which over time can 
destroy rocks and fossils 
inside them.

The team reviewed 
studies of fossils on Earth 

and assessed the results of 
lab experiments replicat-
ing Martian conditions to 
identify the most promis-
ing sites on the planet to 
explore for traces of an-
cient life.

Their findings could 
help inform NASA’s next 
rover mission to the Red 
Planet, which will focus 
on searching for evidence 
of past life. 

The US space agen-
cy’s Mars 2020 rover will 
collect rock samples to 
be returned to Earth for 
analysis by a future mis-
sion.

A similar mission led 
by the European Space 
Agency is also planned in 
coming years.

The latest study of 
Mars rocks could aid in 
the selection of landing 
sites for both missions. 
The researchers hope that 
their study could also help 
to identify the best places 
to gather rock samples.

Learning physics may 
activate new brain areas
New York, May 25 (IANS): Brain areas that are tra-
ditionally not associated with learning science can 
become active when people are confronted with 
solving physics problems, finds a study.

This shows that the brain’s activity can be 
modified by different forms of instruction.

“The neurobiological processes that underpin 
learning are complex and not always directly con-
nected to what we think it means to learn,” said 
lead author Eric Brewe, Associate Professor at 
Drexel University in Pennsylvania, US.

The findings, published in the journal Fron-
tiers in ICT, showed that newer brain regions 
associated with attention, working memory and 
problem solving -- the lateral prefrontal cortex 
and parietal cortex, sometimes called the brain’s 
“central executive network” - showed activity 
when dealing with such problems.

Another area that became active was the pos-
terior cingulate cortex, which is linked to episodic 
memory and self-referential thought.

“These changes in brain activity may be re-
lated to more complex behavioural changes in 
how students reason through physics questions 
post- relative to pre-instruction,” Brewe noted. 

“These might include shifts in strategy or 
an increased access to physics knowledge and 
problem-solving resources,” he said.

Using fMRI (functional magnetic resonance 
imaging) to measure blood flow in the brain, the 
researchers looked to map what areas become 
active when completing a physics reasoning task, 
both before a course on the concepts and after.

A small group of students were taught a phys-
ics course that utilised “Modeling Instruction,” a 
style of teaching which encourages students to be 
active participants in their learning.

“This suggests that learning physics is an 
imaginative process, which is not typically how 
people think of it,” Brewe said, in reference to the 
study which aimed to further explore how stu-
dents use their own mental models to understand 
new concepts.

“The idea of mental models is something that 
people who research learning love to talk about, 
but have no evidence of what is happening inside 
brains other than what people say or do,” Brewe 
said. 

“We are actually looking for evidence from 
inside the brain.”

Washington, May 27 
(IANS): US researchers 
have started the first-in-
human trial evaluating an 
experimental treatment 
for Ebola virus disease, 
the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH) Clinical 
Centre said in a state-
ment.

The Phase 1 clinical 
trial, named as VRC 608, 
is examining the safe-
ty and tolerability of a 
single monoclonal an-
tibody called mAb114, 
developed from an Ebola 
survivor.

Investigators aim to 
enroll between 18 and 30 
healthy volunteers aged 
18 to 60. The trial will not 
expose participants to 
Ebola virus.

“We hope this trial will 
establish the safety of this 
experimental treatment 
for Ebola virus disease — 
an important first step in 
a larger evaluation pro-
cess,” said Anthony S. 
Fauci, Director at the Na-
tional Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases 
(NIAID) in Maryland, US

“Ebola is highly lethal, 
and reports of another 
outbreak in the DRC (the 
Democratic Republic of 
Congo) remind us that 
we urgently need Ebola 
treatments.

“This study adds to 
NIAID efforts in conduct-
ing scientifically and ethi-
cally sound biomedical 
research to develop coun-
termeasures against Eb-
ola virus disease,” Fauci 
added.

MAb114 is a mono-

clonal antibody — a pro-
tein that binds to a single 
target on a pathogen — 
isolated from a human 
survivor of the 1995 Ebola 
outbreak in a city in the 
DRC.

Researchers from the 
NIAID discovered that 
survivor retained anti-
bodies against Ebola 11 
years after infection.

They isolated the an-
tibodies and tested the 
most favourable ones in 
the laboratory and non-
human primate studies, 
and selected mAb114 as 

the most promising.
The researchers illus-

trated that MAb114 binds 
to the hard-to-reach core 
of the Ebola virus surface 
protein and blocks the 
protein’s interaction with 
its receptor on human 
cells.

A  s i n g l e  d o s e  o f 
mAb114 protected non-
human primates days 
after lethal Ebola virus 
infection.

In the trial,  which 
would be fully enrolled 
by July 2018, the first 
three participants will 

receive a 5 milligram per 
kilogram intravenous 
infusion of mAb114 for 
30 minutes.

The team will evaluate 
safety data to determine 
if the remaining partici-
pants can receive higher 
doses (25 mg/kg and 50 
mg/kg).

Participants will have 
blood taken before and 
after the infusion and will 
bring a diary card home 
to record their tempera-
ture and any symptoms 
for three days.

Participants will visit 
the clinic approximately 
14 times over six months 
to have their blood drawn 
to see if mAb114 is detect-
able and to be checked 
for any health changes, 
the report said.

Ebola virus disease is a 
serious and often fatal ill-
ness that can cause fever, 
headache, muscle pain, 
weakness, fatigue, diar-
rhea, vomiting, stomach 
pain and haemorrhage 
(severe bleeding).

First discovered in hu-
mans in 1976 in the DRC, 
the largest outbreak, oc-
curred in West Africa from 
2014 to 2016. It caused 
more than 28,600 in-
fections and more than 
11,300 deaths, according 
to the World Health Orga-
nization.

In May 2018, the DRC 
reported new Ebola out-
break. While there are 
no licensed treatments 
available for Ebola virus 
disease yet, multiple ex-
perimental therapies are 
being developed.

London, May 25 (IANS): 
The asteroid that killed di-
nosaurs 66 million years 
ago, also led to the extinc-
tion of the first tree-dwell-
ing birds, finds a study.

T h e  a s t e r o i d  t h a t 
crashed to Earth with a force 
one million times more than 
the largest atomic bomb 
decimated the planet’s for-
ests as well as its canopies. 

With no more perches, 
the perching birds went ex-
tinct. The ones that are alive 
today are descendants of a 
handful of ground-dwell-
ing species, like modern 
ground birds such as kiwis 
and emus, the researchers 
said. 

“The temporary elimi-
nation of forests in the after-
math of the asteroid impact 
explains why arboreal birds 
failed to survive across this 
extinction event,” said lead 
author Daniel Field, from 
the Milner Centre for Evo-
lution at the University of 
Bath, UK. 

“The ancestors of mod-
ern arboreal birds did not 
move into the trees until for-
ests had recovered from the 
extinction-causing asteroid. 

“Only a handful of an-
cestral bird lineages suc-
ceeded in surviving the 
mass extinction event 66 
million years ago, and all 
of today’s amazing living 
bird diversity can be traced 
to these ancient survivors,” 
Field added.

The study, appearing 
in the journal Current Bi-
ology, determined the de-
struction of the world’s 
forests, by looking at mi-

croscopic fossils of pollen 
and spores. 

The fossil record imme-
diately after the asteroid hit 
shows the charcoal remains 
of burnt trees, and then, 
tons of fern spores, the re-
searchers said.

“Our study examined 
the fossil record from New 
Zealand, Japan, Europe 
and North America, which 
showed there was a mass 
deforestation across the 
globe at the end of the 
Cretaceous period,” said 
Antoine Bercovici, pollen 
expert at the Smithsonian 
Institution and the Denver 
Museum of Nature and Sci-
ence.

With no more trees, the 
tree-dwelling birds went 
extinct. The birds that did 
manage to survive were 
ground-dwellers — birds 
whose fossilised remains 
show longer, sturdier legs 
like we see in modern 
ground birds like kiwis and 
emus.

Though the dinosaurs 
and their perching bird 
neighbours died 66 million 
years ago, their plight is rel-
evant today, the researchers 
noted. 

“The end-Cretaceous 
event is the fifth mass ex-
tinction — we’re in the 
sixth,” Dunn said. 

“It’s important for us 
to understand what hap-
pens when you destroy 
an ecosystem, like with 
deforestation and climate 
change — so we can know 
how our actions will af-
fect what comes after us,” 
Dunn noted.

Washington, May 26 
(IANS): As photographs 
of NASA’s “melted cam-
era” spread like wildfire on 
the Internet, triggering as-
sumptions of many kinds, 
the space agency has ex-
plained that a grass fire 
started by the launch of a 
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket this 
week toasted the camera.

SpaceX launched two 
new Earth-observing sat-
ellites for NASA and five 
commercial communica-
tions satellites for Iridium 
on a used Falcon 9 rocket 
in a ride-share mission 
from Vandenberg Air Force 
Base in California on Tues-
day. 

The launch went off 
without a glitch, but a fire 
sparked by the launch de-
stroyed a camera which 
belonged to NASA photog-
rapher Bill Ingalls.

The camera captured 
its own demise and peo-
ple got a chance to view 
the images captured by it 
as the memory card was 
found to be intact. 

Many people assumed 

that the camera was too 
close to the launchpad and 
got burned by the power of 
the Falcon 9 rocket, CNET 
reported on Friday. 

NASA said that only 
part of the camera’s story 
has been exposed so far, 
stressing that Ingalls, who 

has been shooting for the 
agency for 30 years, knows 
where to set up his cam-
eras.

“I had six remotes, two 
outside the launch pad 
safety perimeter and four 
inside,” said Ingalls.

“Unfortunately, the 

launch started a grass fire 
that toasted one of the 
cameras outside the pe-
rimeter,” Ingalls added. 

Ironically, the four 
cameras set up inside the 
perimeter were undam-
aged, as was the other re-
mote, NASA said.

The damaged camera 
was one of the furthest 
from the pad, a quarter of 
a mile away.

Once the fire reached 
the camera, it was quickly 
engulfed. The body started 
to melt. When Ingalls re-
turned to the site, firefight-
ers were waiting to greet 
him. 

Recognising the cam-
era was destroyed, Ingalls 
forced open the body to 
see if its memory card 
could be salvaged. 

It could, which is why 
people could see the fire 
approaching the camera.

The “toasty” camera, 
as Ingalls calls it, is likely 
headed for display some-
where at NASA headquar-
ters in Washington, DC, 
NASA said.

Meanwhile, Ingalls 
himself will soon travel to 
Kazakhstan to photograph 
the June 3 landing of the 
International Space Sta-
tion’s Expedition 55 crew. 

He expects that will be 
a completely normal as-
signment.
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Real Madrid's Sergio Ramos lifts the trophy after winning the Champions League Final soccer match between Real Madrid and Liverpool at the Olimpiyskiy Stadium in 
Kiev, Ukraine.

AP/PTI

Pakistan's Mohammad Abbas, right celebrates after taking the wicket of England's Stuart Broad, 
caught behind left who walks from the pitch during the fourth day of play of the first test cricket 
match between England and Pakistan at Lord's cricket ground in London, Sunday, May 27, 2018

AP/PTI

Chennai Super Kings batsman Shane Watson celebrates his century against Sunrisers Hyderabad in 
the IPL 2018 final cricket match, in Mumbai on Sunday.

AP/PTI

Madrid seal 3rd European triumph on a wonder and two blunders

Clinical Pakistan crush sorry England at Lord'sBCCI decides to 
wait and watch on 
pitch-fixing sting

Shane Watson the hero as CSK claim third IPL crown

Kiev, May 27 (Reuters): A 
sensational overhead strike 
from Real Madrid substitute 
Gareth Bale and two calam-
itous errors by Liverpool 
goalkeeper Loris Karius 
gave the Spanish side a third 
straight Champions League 
title with a 3-1 win in an 
incident-packed final on 
Saturday.

Welshman Bale came 
on just past the hour with 
the score at 1-1 and after 
three minutes produced 
an astonishing bicycle kick 
finish and then netted with 
a speculative long-range 
effort that somehow went 
through the hands of the 
unfortunate Karius.

The German keeper 
had earlier handed Real a 
51st minute lead when he 
threw the ball straight at 
striker Karim Benzema and 
the ball rolled into the un-
guarded net off the French-
man’s leg.

“Great emotions. To lift 
three Champions League 
trophies with this club, this 
team is magnificent,” said 
Real’s Zinedine Zidane, who 
became the first coach to 
win Europe’s top trophy in 
three consecutive years. 
“We don’t quite realise what 
we have achieved yet. We 
are going to enjoy the mo-
ment.”

Liverpool, who crucially 

lost their leading scorer Mo-
hamed Salah to a suspected 
dislocated shoulder in the 
31st minute, had equalised 
in the 55th minute when 
Sadio Mane found the net 
from close range after Dejan 
Lovren headed the ball into 

the area.
In truth, though, despite 

their best efforts Liverpool 
never looked as much of a 
threat once Egyptian inter-
national Salah went down 
under a challenge from Real 
captain Sergio Ramos.

“We started well and 
played exactly like we want-
ed to,” said Liverpool man-
ager Juergen Klopp, who has 
now lost his last six finals as 
a coach. “The situation with 
Sergio Ramos (and Salah) 
looked really bad and it was 

a shock for the team, we lost 
the positive momentum 
and they immediately came 
up,” he said.

It was a night which 
confirmed Real’s ability to 
superbly manage the big-
gest of games.

Bale, who has not been 
first-choice at Real this sea-
son and whose future has 
been the subject of much 
speculation, was man of 
the match while 24-year-
old Karius ended the night 
in tears as he lay flat out on 

the turf of the NSC Olympic 
Stadium.

Real have become the 
first team since Bayern Mu-
nich in 1976 to win Europe’s 
elite club trophy three years 
in a row. The Spaniards won 
five straight European Cup 
trophies in the 1950s.

Deserved triumph
Real’s fourth Champions 
League triumph in five 
years, and 13th European 
Cup success in total, was 
fully deserved despite Liver-
pool, the competition’s top 
scorers this season, making 
an aggressive start to the 
game in an electric atmo-
sphere.

The English side at-
tacked with intent and Trent 
Alexander-Arnold tested 
Navas with a low drive but 
Real looked in charge fol-
lowing the departure, in 
tears, of Salah.

Real had their own in-
jury blow with right-back 
Dani Carvajal having to go 
off, replaced by Nacho in 
the 37th, and ended the half 
with Benzema’s effort being 
disallowed for offside after 
Cristiano Ronaldo’s header 
was saved by Karius.

France striker Benzema 
was to get compensation 
though when he was alert to 
Karius’s ill-advised attempt 
to throw the ball out quickly, 

although Real’s lead lasted 
just four minutes.

Liverpool’s Senegal for-
ward Mane was sharp to 
react when Lovren rose to 
head the ball goalwards 
and their travelling fans 
sensed the Anfield side’s 
spirit could turn the game 
around.

But then came Bale, 
leaping to produce a jaw-
dropping left-foot overhead 
volley from Marcelo’s cross 
before trying his luck with a 
speculative long-range shot 
that defied Karius’s ham-
fisted attempt to keep it out 
and put the result beyond 
doubt.

In between Liverpool’s 
Senegal forward Mane hit 
the post from the edge of 
the area as Liverpool, lack-
ing their usual attacking 
potency in the absence of 
Salah, continued to battle.

Ronaldo, who now has 
five Champions League 
winners medals, could have 
added a fourth goal for Real 
near the end but the Portu-
gal forward was distracted 
as he burst goalwards when 
a fan ran onto the pitch 
before being stopped by 
security.

This time it was Bale 
who had grabbed all the 
headlines as Real and Zi-
dane continued their conti-
nental dominance. 

London, May 27 (Reuters): Pakistan 
wrapped up a crushing nine-wicket 
victory over England on Sunday to in-
flict the hosts’ first defeat in a May test 
match at Lord’s.

England’s last four wickets tumbled 
in 27 minutes and Pakistan knocked off 
the 64 runs they needed in less than an 
hour on the fourth day to put the tour-
ing side 1-0 up in the two-match series.

“We were not good enough if I’m 
being brutally honest, we have been 
outplayed in all three departments,” 
England captain Joe Root said at the 
presentation ceremony. “Pakistan’s 
bowlers exploited the conditions well 
but we played some poor shots and you 
can’t afford to do that.”

England resumed on 235 for six af-
ter Jos Buttler and debutant Dom Bess 
had shared an unbroken partnership 
of 125 in the final session on Saturday 
to save their team from a humiliating 
innings defeat.

New Delhi, May 27 (PTI): The BCCI today reacted cau-
tiously to a sting operation which alleged pitch doctoring 
in three Test matches featuring India, saying it would 
consider action against implicated former cricketer Robin 
Morris only if he is found guilty in an ongoing ICC probe.

The sting has been carried out by a channel and the 
Test matches in question are India vs Sri Lanka (Galle, 
July 26-29, 2017), India vs Australia (Ranchi, March 16-20, 
2017) and India vs England (Chennai, December 16-20, 
2016).

The first and third Tests mentioned were won by India 
while the Ranchi encounter ended in a draw. "We believe 
ICC has started its probe. Let them complete that and 
pronounce Morris guilty. The BCCI will only act when 
they have the verdict in hand," a senior office-bearer of 
the Board told PTI today.

He also said that Morris, who has played 42 first-class 
and 51 List A matches in his career is not currently in-
volved in any BCCI projects. "We need to check with our 
Anti Corruption Unit (ACU) whether Morris' name was 
there on the suspect list. Secondly, he is not associated 
with any BCCI or state unit project currently from where 
we need to pull him out.

"So the only thing left is BCCI domestic cricketers' 
pension of Rs 22,500 (after deductions). If he is getting 
that pension, BCCI is well within its rights to cancel that 
but only after he has been proven guilty," the official said.

Morris, on his part, has reportedly denied any wrong-
doing and has cried conspiracy. Alleged to be a match-
fixer, Morris is seen introducing Galle curator Tharanga 
Indika to the undercover reporter and boasting about 
getting pitches doctored as sought by fixers. The ICC has 
launched an investigation into the matter.

Morris, along with former Pakistan cricketer Hasan 
Raza (world record holder for being youngest ever Test 
cricketer), is allegedly seen in the video bragging about 
their connections and ability to fix pitches through 
groundsmen.

The Mumbai cricketing fraternity wasn't particularly 
shocked by the allegations against Morris. A product of the 
famous Shardashram School and a disciple of Ramakant 
Achrekar (Sachin Tendulkar's formative coach), Morris 
was considered to be a handy limited-overs cricketer, who 
quit cricket at 31.

"Had his best days coincided with IPL, he would have 
been a good domestic pick. But he went to the rebel (and 
now defunct) Indian Cricket League just after taking 8 
wickets for Mumbai in Irani Trophy," a Mumbai cricket 
insider said. 

A lot of people couldn't fathom why Morris, hailing 
from a middle-class family, left a secure job with Bharat 
Petroleum.

"I can bet he didn't earn a fortune playing domestic 
cricket and ICL. So in past few years, his lifestyle didn't 
actually add up. He would drive a Mercedes Benz, wear 
those expensive watches," said another close friend of 
the former player.

"Some of his old friends started keeping a distance 
from him. His frequent trips to Dubai did raise suspicion," 
added a former cricketer, who has played Duleep and 
Deodhar with Morris.

Since the controversy broke yesterday, Morris has 
disconnected his mobile number and has also deleted his 
Facebook account. 

 Only if former cricketer Robin Morris is found 
guilty, will BCCI consider action against him

 Test matches in question are India vs Sri Lanka 
(July, 2017), India vs Australia (March 2017) 
and India vs England (December 2016)

 Morris, along with Hasan Raza, is allegedly 
seen in a video bragging about their ability to 
fix pitches

Buttler fell in the second over, trapped 
lbw by man-of-the-match Mohammad 
Abbas for 67 and failing to get the decision 
overturned on review.

Mark Wood hit one four before he nicked 
Mohammad Amir, bowling with the second 
new ball, to wicketkeeper Sarfraz Ahmed.

Stuart Broad edged Abbas to Sarfraz 
without scoring and Amir comprehensively 
bowled the 20-year-old Bess for 57 to dis-
miss the hosts for 242 as England lost their 
last four wickets for the addition of six runs.

James Anderson bowled Azhar Ali for 
four with a fine delivery that knocked out 
his off stump before Imam-ul-Haq (18 not 
out) and Haris Sohail (39 not out) shared an 
unbroken second-wicket partnership of 54 
to see Pakistan to their target.

“I am very proud of my team,” Pakistan 
captain Sarfraz said. “We have a very inex-
perienced team but we are very confident 
in our players. Our bowlers did a great job 
for us.” The second test at Headingley starts 
on Friday. 

Mumbai, May 27 (PTI): Chennai Super 
Kings completed a fairy tale comeback from 
disgrace to glory, clinching their third IPL 
title after imposing all-rounder Shane Wat-
son single-handedly hammered Sunrises 
Hyderabad into submission with a blazing 
hundred in the final here today.

Reinstated into the IPL after a two-year 
ban for their team management's role in 
the 2013 spot-fixing scandal, CSK out-
played SRH by eight wickets with Watson's 
unbeaten 117 off 57 balls in a high-pressure 
game being the icing on the cake.

The Australian smashed as many as 

11 fours and eight sixes enroute to this 
second hundred of the season as CSK 
raced home in 18.3 overs. SRH had posted 
a challenging 178 for six courtesy Kane 
Willamson (47 off 36) and Yusuf Pathan 
(45* off 25).

The other in-form CSK batsman, Am-
bati Raydu, hit the winning four that led 
to wild celebrations. Watson also shared 
a 117-run partnership with Suresh Raina 
(32 off 24) for the second wicket, ensuring 
a smooth chase for CSK. 

Such was Super Kings' domination 
over an otherwise formidable SRH that 
they beat the Willamson-led side four 
times in as many games this season. 

The M S Dhoni-captained side had 
entered a seventh IPL final and their 
stellar campaign ended with a record 
equalling third title, tying them up with 
Mumbai Indians.

The star of the night was one and only 
Shane Watson.

The 36-year-old, who previously 
won the title with Rajasthan Royals in 
the league's inaugural season in 2008, 
muscled his way to 50 in only 33 balls and 
then smashed Sandeep Sharma for 26 
runs in the 13th over to make it a virtual 
no-contest.

It was not surprise that he ended with 
555 runs in the season including two hun-
dreds and as many half centuries.

Earlier, Williamson missed out on yet 
another fifty in a highly successful season 
as Sunrisers Hyderabad piled on a chal-
lenging score after a slow start.

Williamson led his side from the front 
once again hitting two sixes and five fours 
in his innings before Pathan pummelled 
the opposition bowlers in the death overs. 
Carlos Brathwaite (21 in 11) came up with 
the much needed big hits towards the end 
to take his team close to 180.

CSK kept a tight rein on the Sunrisers 
Hyderabad batsmen initially while also 
taking a wicket through a run-out. The 
first four overs saw only one boundary 
being hit a turn to fine leg for four by 
Dhawan off Lungi Ngidi.

Super Kings also struck an early blow 
when Shreevats Goswami was run out. 
The fall of the early wicket and a maiden 

over bowled to Sunrisers captain Kane 
Williamson by Ngidi kept the score down 
to 17 for 1 in four.

Deepak Chahar, who was bowling 
well till then, dug in one short to William-
son in the fifth over who smacked it for a 
six over long leg and then was pulled for a 
four by the New Zealander.

And when Shardul Thakur too erred 
in length, he was hoisted over long on by 
Dhawan for a maximum, taking SRH to 42 
for 1 by the end of Powerplay.

Williamson, by now into the groove, 
drove and scooped Dwayne Bravo for a 
four and a six in the bowler's first over, 
and the 8th overall, to increase the run-
rate further.

The second wicket partnership 
reached the 50-mark when it was snapped 
by Ravindra Jadeja who bowled Dhawan 
when the left-handed opener missed a 
heave on the 25th ball he faced.

The run-rate dropped a bit after his 
departure and at the half-way mark Sun-
risers were 73 for 2.

The promoted Shakib Al Hasan hit 
the accurate Jadeja for a six and a four to 
the mid-wicket region after Williamson's 
leading edge ran away to the boundary 
so that 17 runs were taken off the left-
arm spinner in the 11th over to boost the 
run rate.

Williamson struck Bravo for consecu-
tive fours in the 12th over and was well 
in sight of his 9th 50 of the season when 
Dhoni brought back Sharma who lured 
him out with a wide ball and got him 
stumped him off the first ball of a new 
spell. 

The Sunrisers captain, by far his side's 
major run-getter who also became the 
third highest scorer in one IPL season, 
went back after striking two sixes and five 
fours to leave his side at 101 for 3.

Pathan started in aggressive fashion 
and put on a useful stand of 32 with 
Shakib before the latter drove Bravo 
straight to Raina at extra cover and was 
caught.

It was later left to Pathan and big-
hitting West Indian Brathwaite to give the 
total a big boost in the death overs as they 
added 34 runs in the last three overs.


